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Abstract

With ever increasing data volumes and computing complexities,

power-efficient alternatives, particularly Field Programmable Gate

Arrays (FPGAs), need to be explored for industrial-scale data centres.

Whilst FPGA device sizes have increased and associated design tools

have matured, there are still challenges for their seamless integration

model. This acts to hamper the abstraction of FPGA as a scalable,

run-time programmable and high throughput resource, which can be

designed from a high-level programming environment.

This work contributes to the programming challenges in two domains;

namely design process and the run-time programming. Firstly, it

builds an integration stack that enables just-in-time compilation and

runtime programmability for soft-cores in data centre environments,

particularly for highly dynamic task queues. It enables remote access

to an independent scalable FPGA accelerator in a similar manner to

software-based systems whilst providing up to 10.7× greater energy

efficiency.

The work then proposes an abstracted platform-independent optimi-

sation approach based on OpenCL for improving FPGA-based perfor-

mance. Through the maximisation of resource utilisation via parallel



workload balancing, the work is able to more fairly evaluate heteroge-

neous accelerators and show that FPGAs are capable of achieving bet-

ter energy efficiency without requiring FPGA-specific language and

skills.

Finally, the work targets novel optimisation of throughput by both

design and runtime techniques for area shared multi-task processing.

It proposes a framework built on machine learning based characterisa-

tion and clustering of tasks. Integrated with static mapping of tasks,

multi-task design space exploration and pre-emptive scheduling, the

framework provides optimal spatial and temporal resource utilisation

resulting in up to 2.8× and 2.3× higher throughput and energy effi-

ciency compared to previous approaches.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modern data centres, comprising a large number of servers networked via commu-

nication infrastructure and housed in a dedicated space ranging up to warehouse

sized buildings, form the backbone of a major portion of the information storage

and data processing. With ever increasing data volumes [1], computational com-

plexity of modern scientific and engineering algorithms, such as in genomics [2],

deep learning and artificial intelligence [3], etc., and the real-time processing re-

quirements of modern workloads, needed in for example healthcare analytics [4],

etc., the drive for high performing server architectures is greater than ever.

The current server architectures, even though heterogeneous, are mostly dom-

inated by software programmable architectures such as those based on x86 Intel

processors and Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) [5]. However, the power con-

sumption issues signalling the demise of Dennard scaling, the future of already

industrial-scale data centres requires an exploration of energy-efficient alterna-

tives.

Amongst software programmable platforms, ARM-based systems have shown

1



1.1 Research Problem

to provide a higher energy-efficiency but they lack the necessary high computing

power. On the other hand, Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs)

have been found to provide the highest throughput per unit watt, however, their

development process is highly expensive. Although in a few cases, development

of ASICs has been considered to minimise the total cost of ownership such as

Tensor Processing Units from Google [6] and cryptocurrency mining data centres

[7], their use is limited to large, high-volume long-lasting applications [8]. The

changing requirements of data centres suggests a more programmable approach

is needed.

In terms of the programmability-energy efficiency trade-off, Field Pro-

grammable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) exist in between the software-based platforms

and ASICs. In the recent past, there has been an increased interest from in-

dustry, such as Microsoft [9], Amazon [10] and Intel [11], to integrate FPGAs

in data centres for high performance computing (HPC) tasks. However, their

programming technology differs largely from the software programmable accel-

erators in terms of the design process and runtime. This requires a systematic

re-evaluation of FPGAs to reveal the programming-throughput trade-offs in het-

erogeneous programming environments of modern data centres with an aim to

develop frameworks targeting novel system optimization methodologies.

1.1 Research Problem

The key question regarding the inclusion of FPGAs into the existing software-

based data centres is raised about their ease of programmability, particularly

with the rise of cloud computing. Supported by back-end infrastructure, cloud

2



1.1 Research Problem

computing offers remote users an access to a shared pool of range of resources

and can be considered a virtual data centre. To enable the use of FPGAs as

a heterogeneous resource for the programmers using these environments, there

is a need for a programming framework similar to that provided in software

programmable systems. This should enable an easy task porting from other

platforms as well as a similar reconfiguration/run-time for dynamic workloads.

There are programming challenges associated with both the application design

and run-time programming of FPGAs. Traditionally the FPGA designs have been

implemented using the Hardware Design Languages (HDLs) which require low-

level design skills and deep understanding of the underlying hardware. Together

with the lengthy synthesis, place and route processes, the application program-

ming and generation of task bitstream can take a significant time [12]. Similarly,

FPGAs also incur a reconfiguration overhead to load a task bitstream which is

much higher than the reprogramming overhead on software programmable sys-

tems and can be significant, based on the workload size [13].

Previous work using soft-core architectures on FPGAs has looked to reduce

both the design and reconfiguration time, particularly for domain-specific tasks.

However, with the focus on low-level hardware and node optimisations, they lack

a complete system stack that offers a comprehensive data centre solution. This

requires a seamless integration with transactional processing nodes, high-level

programming frameworks and just-in-time compilers to truly project the FPGA

as an independent scalable resource in data centres [14].

Similarly, the silicon vendors have introduced high-level programming tools,

such as the FPGA compiler for Open computing Language (OpenCL) by Intel [15]

and Xilinx [16]. OpenCL is a platform-independent framework and its support by

3



1.1 Research Problem

a range of accelerators proves its suitability for use in heterogeneous data centre

environment. However, although OpenCL has been shown to achieve efficient

implementation using platform-specific optimisations, questions remain about its

performance portability when applied in a platform-independent manner in het-

erogeneous environments [17]. Particularly, for FPGAs there is a need for an

abstracted design methodology that targets analysis of the underlying compilers

effectiveness in generating efficient implementations from OpenCL descriptions.

This will also help to evaluate the hypothesis that FPGAs require expert hard-

ware design skills to achieve a higher energy efficiency when compared to other

accelerators.

Finally, growing FPGA device sizes allow multi-task processing in an area

shared manner. However, the design and run-time challenges are enhanced since

FPGAs inherently do not offer division of architecture into discrete computing

units such as cores in multi-core Intel processors or GPUs. Instead, the off-the-

shelf compilers treat the underlying device as a single sea of gates. This means

that FPGAs require unique area sharing and resource management mechanisms

[18], which is particularly challenging from high-level programming environment.

Previous work has looked to partition the FPGA area manually to project discrete

units [19], however, this requires low-level hardware design knowledge and the

constraints of doing this results in suboptimal resource utilisation and system

throughput.

4



1.2 Proposed Approach

1.2 Proposed Approach

This work first looks to integrate a system architecture supporting just-in-time

compilation and reprogramming of FPGAs similar to the software programmable

systems. The approach looks to integrate a low-power microserver host responsi-

ble for low-latency transactional processing as well as software support for high-

level programming frameworks with a soft-cores accelerator on an FPGA for

energy-efficient computing. To demonstrate the practical validity of the approach,

the work makes use of the modules developed under a major EU project called

Nanostreams and implements an interface layer that enables remote programming

of soft-cores from the host over the network, using a lightweight network stack.

The interface layer allows integration of hardware and software stack and enable

a remote task on the host to compile and offload compute intensive kernels onto

soft-cores, while also permitting sharing and scalability of the soft-core accelera-

tor amongst multiple hosts. This architecture is then comprehensively compared

against state-of-the-art servers for energy efficiency to establish a baseline for

FPGA-based processing.

In doing so, the performance of soft-cores is compared with an OpenCL-

based implementation of custom hardware design. The results promise higher

performance gains via OpenCL, while still enabling task implementation from a

high-level language, at the expense of a longer design time. The issue of perfor-

mance portability is then addressed by proposing and implementing a platform-

independent approach that abstracts micro-architectural optimisations for a range

of accelerators using the OpenCL computing model. The design space is then

explored allowing an optimised implementation from the high-level definitions
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by maximising resource utilisation on different platforms. In doing so, the work

makes strong recommendations about optimisations that effectively target the un-

derlying compiler and runtime on various platforms, specifically the FPGA. The

methodology is integrated with task-specific optimisations allowing the compari-

son of design cost and achieved energy efficiency on the FPGA against software

programmable accelerators.

In the next stage, the OpenCL computing model is used to tackle the optimi-

sation of resource sharing between multiple tasks on the FPGA. The work uses

the design space exploration (DSE) capabilities provided by the OpenCL and a

runtime evaluation tool to first analyse the effects of area partitioning constraints

for dynamic allocation. Static partitioning and allocation of resources is then

proposed for enhancing the resource utilisation. Together with characterisation

of tasks based on heterogeneous resource requirements and task clustering for

co-execution on the FPGA for optimum resource utilisation in space, multi-task

DSE is employed to further gain from higher hardware usage in time via workload

specific resource allocation.

1.3 Thesis Contributions

The work proposes and evaluates a comprehensive set of solutions for a range of

HPC tasks and workloads being executed in dynamic software-based data centre

environments. The work implements novel integration and optimisation method-

ologies for effective integration of the FPGA as a scalable shared resource in the

heterogeneous processing environment. In addition, through various innovative

solutions, the work offers high throughput designs implementable from high level
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allowing programmability and ease of use.

The notable contributions in this thesis work are summarised below.

• Development of an interface middle layer to integrate an accelerator based

on soft-cores with a microserver host over the network. The layer allows

remote access to programming of the accelerator to allow just-in-time com-

pilation. It also allows generic data streaming interface for integration with

high-level programming frameworks. Finally, the layer supports temporal

and spatial sharing of the accelerator amongst multiple hosts, enabling the

true abstraction of FPGA as an independent scalable resource in data cen-

tres.

• A systematic methodology for abstracted optimisation based on an OpenCL

model which enables a high-level design and optimisation flow on FPGAs in

a manner similar to other programmable accelerators. This is achieved by

abstracting the micro-architectural optimisation using the OpenCL com-

puting model and applying a workload balancing approach to maximise

the spatial and temporal resource utilisation. This is integrated with task-

specific optimisations and ported to three heterogeneous platforms, includ-

ing the FPGA, thus allowing fair evaluation and comparison of the OpenCL

performance portability and of FPGA-based energy efficiency without re-

quiring hardware design knowledge.

• Evaluation of various FPGA reconfiguration schemes as a means of explor-

ing the trade-off of throughput against time for reprogrammability of the

FPGA resource for dynamic workloads. It targets time multiplexed sharing

of FPGA resources and explores the effect of reconfiguration overhead as
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per the workload size when executing multiple tasks. A detailed exploration

using a range of examples is undertaken.

• A comprehensive runtime evaluation tool to analyse the constraints of the

FPGA partitioning schemes while varying system design parameters. A

novel framework that can optimise the device resource utilisation and sys-

tem throughput from high-level definitions is then proposed. The frame-

work constructs machine learning models for task characterisation and clus-

tering for area sharing. Integrated with static partitioning and mapping of

tasks, multi-task DSE and pre-emptive scheduling, it allows maximisation

of resource utilisation, and thus the compute density, in both space and

time.

• Throughput the thesis, the work has evaluated and proposed range of

novel FPGA-based approaches against conventional FPGA-based and soft-

ware programmable methods. Starting from a baseline of run-time pro-

grammable soft-cores, the work compares throughput and energy consump-

tion against other software programmable systems including Intel and ARM

multi-core processors and NVIDIA (desktop) and ARM (embedded) GPUs.

The work also compares the baseline with other reconfiguration approaches

on FPGA including custom hardware design of single task for whole FPGA

as well as area sharing by multiple tasks. Throughout the thesis, a range of

real benchmarks and performance numbers for actual hardware execution

for all experiments have been used.
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1.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 describes the background and ex-

isting work related to the challenges being addressed. It describes the need for

energy-efficient server architectures, the FPGA as a possible solution and the

associated challenges of employing them. It provides a detailed review of the tra-

ditional programming practices of FPGAs and the need for further exploration

and solutions particularly for use of the FPGA as a resource in software-based

heterogeneous data centres. The chapter also specifies challenges with sharing

of FPGA resources, particularly when using fixed partitioning for modern data

centre workloads.

Chapter 3 essentially provides a summary of key components for Nanostreams

that enable run-time programmable cores. It provides background for the work

in Chapter 4 that targets incorporation of these components in data centre envi-

ronments. The Nanostreams stack provides an accelerator architecture based on

lightweight soft multi-cores, a high-level programming language for programming

the cores as well as a fast network stack for communicating with a microserver.

However, similar to previous work on soft-cores, it lacks integration of the same to

form a system stack capable of provide run-time programmability and access to

dynamic workloads. Chapter 4 then discusses the implementation of an interface

layer that integrates soft-cores with remote host and provides abstracted access to

programming and processing of soft-cores over the network. It also evaluates the

architecture against other software programmable technologies, including Intel-

and ARM-based multi-core systems, as well as other high-level reconfiguration

methods on FPGA.
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Chapter 5 tackles the question of performance portable, OpenCL-based im-

plementations on FPGAs. It establishes a platform independent, optimisation

strategy and applies the approach to three tasks on three heterogeneous accel-

erators, namely an Intel FPGA, NVIDIA GPU and ARM MALI GPU. The al-

gorithmic and architectural challenges are analysed while optimising the tasks

in a generic fashion. The work identifies the optimisations that are particularly

suitable for improving implementation quality on the target FPGA device. The

approach allows for a fair comparison of the accelerators in terms of energy effi-

ciency, throughput and against theoretical peak, thus allowing evaluation of the

underlying compilers’ abilities in generating efficient designs from a high-level

language.

Chapter 6 targets the area sharing of FPGAs between multiple tasks. It first

analyses the constraints of area partitioning for modern workloads and defines

key FPGA resources that affect throughput. A framework to optimise the spa-

tial and temporal resource utilisation is then proposed. Its underlying capability

is supported by a series of function for task characterisation, static resource al-

location and multi-task DSE. It is comprehensively evaluated using a range of

tasks allowing system throughput comparison against existing approaches, while

observations are made on the gains made by spatial and temporal optimisations.

Chapter 7 concludes the work by summarising key methodologies, evaluations

and analysis. It also suggests a number of directions for future work in the field.
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Chapter 2

Background

Servers in modern data centres provide the background data processing power for

all services linked to world wide web including cloud computing frameworks. To

maximise the system performance for a range of variable tasks, the server node

design has been majorly dominated by requirements of speed and availability [20].

However, with the growing data creation and complexity of processing, the energy

consumption of already industrial scale data centres can no longer be ignored as

it represents a $B economy burden and increased threat to global climate [21].

As per the report prepared under a U.S. Department of Energy program, data

centres in the U.S. consumed an estimated 70 billion kWh in a year, representing

about 1.8% of the total U.S. electricity consumption, with an estimated projection

to 73 billion kWh in 2020 [22]. Similarly CO2 emissions from information and

communication technologies in total are projected to rise to 1.27 GtCO2e by 2020

representing a share of 2.3% of the total global emissions [23]. With interest in

real-time, high performance and large-scale data analytics growing, servers are

under an increased pressure to deliver higher performance and data processing
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throughput under a shrinking power budget [24].

The FPGA offers an energy-efficient computation alternative [25] and has

seen great interest from academia and industry to incorporate the technology

in data centre environments. This is particularly driven by the leading FPGA

vendors, Xilinx and Intel, and includes Xilinx’s partnership with Amazon, Baidu

and Huawei allowing users’ access to up to 170 tera operations per second (TOPS)

acceleration [26] and Intel’s acquisition of Altera for $16.7 Billion and resulting

development of CPU+FPGA chips for HPC acceleration [27].

The incorporation of these new architectures in existing software-based data

centre ecosystems requires a paradigm shift in order to fully harness the available

computing capabilities of FPGAs. Although energy efficient, FPGAs have been

used for custom hardware designs in largely static processing environments. To

enable an efficient use in data centres that dynamically process a range of HPC

tasks, challenges exist in terms of ease of application coding [28], fast run-time

programming [29] and efficient resource management [30]. This chapter considers

the application of FPGA technology in data centre environment and discusses

the challenges and opportunities for improving the integration and performance

of FPGAs

The chapter covers the background of a number of core topics that are highly

relevant to using FPGAs in a data centre implementation. The chapter is or-

ganised as follows. Section 2.1 describes alternative energy-efficient approaches

to the traditional design for high performance architectures and builds a case for

use of FPGAs in data centres primarily because of their energy efficiency capa-

bilities. Section 2.2 outlines current FPGA architectures and associated off-line

and run-time design flow with a focus on efficient data centre requirements.
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Section 2.3 then describes the existing approaches targetting efficient pro-

gramming on FPGA and their limitations. Along with the overhead and skills

required for programming, Section 2.4 addresses the performance portability chal-

lenge highlighting how a certain programming approach can be used to maximise

the computing performance of the underlying architecture for any task, particu-

larly in heterogeneous programming environment.

After addressing the single application processing, Section 2.5 covers the chal-

lenges associated with multi-task processing in a area shared fashion and high-

lights that the largely homogeneous area partitioning schemes may not suit mod-

ern heterogeneous data centre workloads. Finally, the chapter provides a broad

discussion on how these challenges can be targeted in Section 2.6 before conclu-

sions are outlined in Section 2.7.

2.1 Energy-Efficient Data Centres

There is an extensive body of work targeting energy efficiency in data centres.

Most of the work targets the optimisation of resource utilisation of the tradi-

tional CPU-based servers at cluster and node level by a range of tasks [31] [32].

These involve use of heuristics that correlate dynamic spatial and temporal tasks

computing requirements with the underlying heterogeneous resources to optimise

overall performance [33] [34] [35]. Here spatial means geographical distribution of

resources on a processing chip while temporal refers to run-time use of resources

by dynamically varying workloads.

Other researchers have looked at alternative server hardware stacks for maxi-

mum energy efficiency. Among these, researchers have proposed reduced instruc-
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tion set computer (RISC) architectures which require less transistors on average

per instruction and are inherently more energy efficient than their counterpart

complex instruction set computer (CISC) architectures [36]. However, although

the ARM-based RISC processors compare well to the traditional x86-based CISC

processors in terms of energy and cost [37] [38], they have shown a high energy

efficiency only for the lightweight transactional tasks but limited computational

power for analytical tasks [39] [40]. It is acknowledged that they need to evolve

for HPC [41].

Furthermore, to gain from diverse computing architectures offering task-

specific performance improvements, data centres are becoming more and more

heterogeneous to incorporate servers comprising GPUs, low-power systems on

a chip (SoCs) and multi- and many-core architectures, etc [42] [43]. These

along with custom built systems have also shown to provide overall improved

energy efficiency [42]. Heterogeneous resources come with their own challenges

and further work has looked to target these involving load balancing [43] [44],

CPU-heterogeneous resource hybrid computing [45], reducing the cost of virtu-

alisation [46] and improving programming environment for tighter integration of

software stack [47].

Amongst the range of heterogeneous HPC devices, FPGAs hold a unique

position on the programmability-energy efficiency curve. FPGAs have the ability

to enable fine-grained application-specific hardware circuit design while allowing

loading of a new circuit on to the chip using software tools and broadly available

interfaces. Due to these reasons they have seen an increased interest in the recent

times from both academia and industry for their use in data centres.
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2.1.1 Integration of FPGAs in the Data Centres

The FPGA technology allows custom hardware design specific to each task, which

can be mapped to the underlying device at run-time. Due to the task-specific

mapping, the achieved compute density value is only higher than ASICs, which

also relates to energy-efficient computing. However, they do not require expensive

and time consuming fabrication process of ASICs and hence, in a dynamic envi-

ronment where algorithms keep updating, FPGAs are a highly suitable energy-

efficient alternative to the traditional programmable computing devices [25].

FPGAs have been traditionally used for low-power embedded processing.

However, with the size of FPGA devices increasing and power consumption be-

coming a significant design parameter, there is an increased interest to incorporate

FPGAs in heterogeneous data centres, such as IvyTown Xeon + Stratix V FPGA

system [11] and Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) F1 instances [10]. Al-

ibaba group has used FPGA-based solutions for convolutional neural networks

inference system in their platform for artificial intelligence [48] while providing

both an Intel and a Xilinx FPGA as a Service (FaaS) to users [49].

Among other FPGA-based server infrastructure development and evaluation

includes International Business Machines’ (IBM) POWER8 Coherent Accelerator

Processor Interface (CAPI) port which allows coherent memory access for FPGA-

based accelerators via the Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe)

[50]. A 5× gain in energy efficiency has been demonstrated for the FPGA-based,

FFT acceleration when compared to an optimized parallel software FFT running

on a 12-core CPU [51]. In a different approach IBM has also decoupled FPGA

from CPUs and designed a rack using 64 FPGAs connected directly to network
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for high bandwidth processing in data centres [52].

Similarly, Microsoft’s FPGA-based Catapult data centre infrastructure

demonstrated a 95% improvement in the ranking throughput in a production

search infrastructure at a comparable latency to a software only implementation,

with only a 10% increase in power consumption [9]. Similarly, the expansion of

Catapult infrastructure under Project Brainwave for deep neural network infer-

ence using Intel Stratix 10 FPGAs resulted in achieving over 35 TFLOPs [53].

Further research work targets various aspects of FPGA-based designs for

server architecture. This includes domain-specific use of FPGAs for data-

intensive applications via the strong coupling between storage and FPGA [54],

infrastructure design for inclusion of FPGA clusters in heterogeneous data cen-

tres including communication and computation models [55] as well as targeting

heterogeneity at node level by switching of hardware and software threads for

nodes involving a CPU and a reconfigurable computing units [56] [57]. However,

although the potential for FPGAs has been demonstrated for energy-efficient

HPC, there are still architectural and programming challenges associated with

widespread use of FPGAs in data centre environments [58].

2.2 FPGA Design Flow and Data Centre Re-

quirements

This section describes the basics of FPGA architecture and a conventional design

flow.
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Figure 2.1: FPGA architecture

2.2.1 FPGA Architecture

FPGAs are a class of computing devices that provide arrays of configurable logic

blocks (CLBs) as the basic building blocks consisting of lookup tables (LUTs) and

flip-flops amongst other components. Along with logic, it also provides blocks of

on-chip RAM (BRAM) and variable precision Digital Signal Processing (DSPs)

blocks. Finally, there are are input/output (I/O) blocks for off-chip connections.

All these blocks are spatially distributed across the chip Figure 2.1. The chip

also provides configurable interconnects which consist of multiplexers and tri-

state buffers that allow programmable routing to establish custom connections

between various types of blocks.

Unlike fixed architecture processors, the underlying hardware configuration

and micro-architecture is custom designed against a required functionality on

FPGA using the configurable blocks and interconnect. The process involves trans-
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lating input code provided by the programmer into a device netlist format, i.e. a

circuit level description. All the input netlists and the resulting circuits are then

divided into sub-blocks such that they can be fit and mapped onto various FPGA

blocks. Simultaneously, a routing process makes sure that the sub-blocks as well

as I/Os can be connected using the configurable interconnects to establish the

required functionality.

The mapped and routed design is converted into a binary format readable by

the device, which varies with vendors, and the resulting configuration file is called

Bitstream. The bitstream contains all the hardware configuration information

including values stored in LUTs, initial status of flip-flops and memories, voltage

standard of I/O pins and routing information of interconnects [86]. In essence,

the functionality to be implemented is wholly controlled by the Bitstream.

Bitstream is written to and stored in a re-programmable medium such as

static random access memory (SRAM). Programming of FPGA chip then in-

volves loading of the bitstream into FPGA. It may be achieved using vendor

provided software development environments or runtime. For more static solu-

tions requiring execution of the same set of functionalities, it may be stored in

non-volatile memory and the FPGA is configured with it by the boot loader when

powered on.

Although traditionally, FPGA chip has been designed and mapped as a whole,

modern devices also allow the flexibility to partition the whole chip into regions.

A region, consisting of a subset of blocks and interconnects, may be mapped

independently and carry a functionality different to rest of computational logic

and operation. This is achieved by a process called Partial Reconfiguration (PR).

PR is supported by both Xilinx and Intel and can be achieved using external or
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specially designed internal interfaces (such as Internal Configuration Access Port

(ICAP) on Xilinx devices) [86].

Next, the conventional design flow employed by programmers is discussed.

2.2.2 Design Flow

The key difference between the software programmable accelerators such as CPUs

and GPUs and FPGAs is that of the programming and execution in time and

space domain, respectively. Software programmable accelerators make use of fixed

hardware units to support a fixed set of instruction and achieve performance by

multiplexing of these instructions in the time domain. On FPGAs, the required

functionality is spatially mapped onto the fabric and data flows from one physical

logic block to the next. The performance is achieved through custom design of

the hardware and pipelining of data elements to be processed.

his spatial mapping allows FPGAs to achieve a higher throughput and energy

efficiency, but has a high cost in terms of design effort and time for off- and on-line

activities. Here off-line refers to the application coding and bitstream generation

while on-line refers to the run-time execution including loading of bitstream onto

the FPGA to configure the logic blocks and I/O interfacing. Off-line approaches

require low-level hardware design skills and long synthesis, place and route times

to generate hardware configuration bitstream, corresponding to the input source

code [12]. For on-line, the mapping of the generated bitstream to the array of

logic elements has a reconfiguration overhead [13] as well as constraints on the

relocation of bitstream to various regions of underlying fabric. It may require

vendor specific tools and libraries to support dynamic transitioning from one
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task to another.

Off-line Programming

Traditionally FPGAs have been programmed via hardware design languages such

as Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL)

and Verilog, requiring hardware design skills. To make the programming easier,

vendors usually provide a library of key functionalities as pre-designed IPs. Ven-

dor tools also frequently employ schematic-based designs for easier connectivity

of various IPs to generate system design. However, low-level platform specific

knowledge is still required to optimise mapping of a new functionality onto the

underlying hardware.

To provide ease of programming, vendors have come up with high level syn-

thesis (HLS) tools. These provide programming abstraction using high-level lan-

guages such as C/C++ and OpenCL, thus reducing coding time and effort. These

also allow easy porting of design skills and applications from other software pro-

grammable systems. However, they are first converted into an intermediate rep-

resentation and then to HDL representation which then need to be synthesised

by vendor tools as well as passed through a lengthy placement and routing opti-

misation process before finally generating a bitstream.

As mentioned above, the custom hardware design flow involving configurable

blocks and interconnects allows the FPGAs to achieve higher compute density

compared to software programmable systems. However, with millions of such

blocks available per chip, there are countless combinations of configurations, go-

ing all the way down to a LUT and flip-flop level, for providing the required func-

tionality. Each possible combination provides a trade-off comprising resource
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utilisation and critical path (influencing frequency of operation) of the circuit.

Finding the best possible combination is an NP-complete problem and the ven-

dor tools incorporate various optimisation algorithms to approximate the global

solution. All this leads to a high design time for application implementation,

particularly since multiple design iterations may be required for optimisation.

Run-time Programmability and Execution

The spatial programming model also brings differences in run-time programming

model of FPGA as compared to software programmable systems. The first is the

programming of the FPGA with a bitstream of a custom designed pre-compiled

kernel. This involves reconfiguration of a large number of blocks and interconnects

and incurs a reconfiguration overhead.

Loading of a synthesized bitstream onto an FPGA can take significant time

as compared to loading binary onto program memory on software programmable

architectures, mainly because of the larger size of FPGA bitstream. The reconfig-

uration includes initialisation comprising resetting of the internal state machines

and clearing of the configuration memory, and bitstream loading comprising writ-

ing to the configuration memory [86]. The total reconfiguration time depends on

the size or area of the device or the region being reconfigured and the frequency of

the configuration logic. For Ultrascale and Ultrascale+ devices from Xilinx, the

bitstream sizes range from 16MB to 128MB and at a clock frequency of 100MHz

can take up to a little more than half a second to reconfigure [87]. For Intel

Stratix 10 devices, bitstream sizes range from 10MB to 56MB and the reconfigu-

ration via Avalon-ST can take 40 - 200ms [88]. The quoted numbers are for the

fastest configuration option available on each device.
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In addition to the reconfiguration overhead, interfaces are required with the

rest of computing ecosystem. Almost all data centres have an incoming data

traffic via network that needs to be processed. Software programmable systems

such as CPUs have integrated I/O and transactional and processing capabilities.

Other systems such as GPUs and FPGAs are used as accelerators for HPC. CPUs

perform the transactional processing while compute intensive tasks are offloaded

onto accelerators. As mentioned earlier, for FPGAs, the commercially supported

options include either programming via vendor tools or pre-loading the compiled

kernels onto non-volatile memory. For more dynamic solutions targetting system

design for data centres, there is a need to provide the required interfaces and

libraries to program the underlying devices as well as support a robust and high-

level I/O model independent of vendor tools, which may not be available on all

nodes.

2.2.3 Data Centre Requirements

To summarise, the FPGA design model has traditionally targetted low level op-

timisations to achieve application specific performance in a more static environ-

ment. On the contrary, the data centre operational and optimisation model is

relatively very high level and dynamic. With a range of virtualised heterogeneous

resources available for execution of a variety of HPC tasks, the data centre opti-

misations look at run-time resource management and allocation per task, where a

resource may be a CPU, GPU or FPGA, etc. The resource manager may consider

parameters such as workload size, relative task throughput and energy efficiency

for various resources and the quality of service or deadline constraints for tasks,
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etc. To enable integration of a new resource, such as FPGA, in a data centre, the

resource needs to support source code programming productivity, flexibility and

scalability. It should also support multi-task execution and temporal and spatial

resource management. Finally, it should support low cost of virtualisation and

high system throughput when executing in a data centre environment.

To provide seamless access to FPGAs, there is a need to bridge the gap be-

tween the circuit-level FPGA design and the high-level data centre model, en-

abling FPGA as a programmable accessible resource similar to the other software

programmable accelerators. The biggest challenge to achieve this is the pro-

grammability. This includes both the efforts required for designing and generat-

ing an optimised task mapping (bitstream) [12] as well as the higher overhead of

loading the bitstream on to a FPGA [13], as compared to software programmable

systems. The run-time overhead is particularly significant for more dynamic

task queues. In a data centre environment, the need for scalability, integration

with higher level distributed computing frameworks and transactional processing

nodes as well as limited access to vendor tools on the computing nodes put extra

constraints on the run-time programmability [59].

Furthermore, in software-based heterogeneous data centres, efficiently map-

ping the abstractions of modern programming languages to the FPGA fabric is

challenging. To provide an ease of programming and portability, there has been

a push for uniform programming environments for a range of accelerators. How-

ever, there are still questions about the effectiveness of this approach to generate

optimum hardware mappings [60].

Finally, although the growing size of FPGA devices allows area sharing by

multiple tasks, it is still challenging to suppress the cost of virtualisation and
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enable high system throughput while programming from a high-level program-

ming environment [58]. Due to the spatial mapping and programming of FP-

GAs, the existing models for efficient resource management and allocation on

the programmable accelerators and computing systems are not applicable to the

FPGAs [47].

Various commercial and academic programming practices to ease program-

ming is described next. This is followed by a description of the performance

portability challenge that arises when trying to use programming environments

similar to software programmable systems. Finally, the challenges of resource

management and optimum utilisation when using FPGAs for multi-task process-

ing in an area shared fashion, are addressed.

2.3 FPGA Programmability

2.3.1 Off-line Programming

The custom designed hardware for each new application can take a significant

time because of lengthy synthesis, place and route process. To reduce the design

time, researchers have come up with more coarse-grained approaches to FPGA

design, including Overlays and Soft-cores. As mentioned above, vendors often

provide pre-designed IPs for some basic functionalities to ease their incorpora-

tion into system design. Pre-synthesised IPs can also help to reduce the system

synthesis time. Overlays and soft-cores take this approach even further and gen-

erate IPs that support more complex functionalities.

Overlays and soft-cores essentially abstract the fine-grained FPGA logic blocks
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to a higher level. They both provide pre-synthesised configurable blocks designed

and generated statically i.e. once at design time. The blocks are loaded onto the

FPGA as a bitstream and can be configured at run-time to desired functionality.

Overlays can be more application or domain specific and provide configuration

at word/operation level as compared to bit level of raw FPGA. They are also

more focussed on reducing the compile and synthesis time and may be integrated

with custom designed hardware pre-synthesis. Soft-cores tend to support even

more generic functionality and are configurable at instruction level. Both tend

to support high-level languages with the source code, being compiled by the

intermediate compiler for the underlying block.

In terms of the programmability and design time, soft-cores can provide

the optimum flow, however, the custom hardware design may provide the best

throughput and compute density. Overlays may exist in between the two. This is

because the more coarse grained the design, the more constrained the flexibility

and design space. A design may include one or more of the design approaches as

suited to the off- and on-line application requirements.

A brief summary of existing work on overlays and soft-cores is presented next.

2.3.2 Overlays

There has been considerable work on design of overlays for various domains and

various optimisation objectives. Overlays may be targetted to provide virtual

abstraction of FPGA fabric for more coarse-gained configuration or it may be used

to generate a complete compute architecture such as coarse-grained reconfigurable

array (CGRA), vector processor or even a GPU [61].
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Authors in [62] implemented an overlay architecture that allows porting of

custom instruction set extensions across various FPGA families from different

vendors. QuickDough is a framework that targets nested loop acceleration [63].

Given an input loop, it automatically generates and optimises the underlying

hardware mapping and its associated I/O with the host. Work in [64] evaluated

the performance trade-offs of using overlays and found that for various image

processing kernels, overlays provided speedups averaging 700× for placement and

routing compared to vendor tools. This came at an expense of 7% performance

and up to 44% area overhead. In another comparison, although overlays provided

up to 39× better computation performance, the HLS tools provided up to 17×

lower power consumption [65].

Targetting the underlying architecture more efficiently authors in [66] pro-

pose large overlays based on DSP blocks for efficient area utilisation. In addition,

by mapping multiple instances of the kernel simultaneously, the work achieves

throughput higher than vendor tools while allowing 1000× faster context switch-

ing compared to reconfiguration. Work in [67] designed an overlay architecture us-

ing a mesh of functional units for pipelined execution of data flow graphs (DFG).

While allowing abstraction of FPGA programming, it allowed mapping of the

largest evaluated DFG in 6 seconds, thus avoiding the large synthesis time. A

more specific term used for arrays of functional units connected by a mesh style

network is CGRA.

A CGRA-based approach is proposed in [68] for convolutional neural networks.

It targets efficient memory design close to the functional units to reduce off-chip

memory pressure. An architecture for deep neural network inference is designed

in [69]. The architecture is supported by a domain specific compiler that com-
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piles deep learning languages directly. Streaming Elements is an FPGA-based

accelerator for signal and image processing [70] that focuses on pre-synthesis

configurability and a tight application specific design, thus ensuring minimum re-

source usage at the cost of reduced flexibility post-synthesis. Dynamic Streaming

Engine uses programmable I/O buffers and computational lanes which can be

configured at run-time using micro-programming and configuring registers [71].

Overlays look to bridge the gap between custom hardware design and software-

based design. One of the key motivation has been to reduce the compile time

from hours to minutes and seconds. However, they are not necessarily targetted as

replicating the software-like compile and execution environment. Furthermore,

they offer reduced flexibility and look to optimise a select set of operations or

application domain.

2.3.3 Soft-cores

Vendor optimized soft-cores, e.g. Microblaze [72], allow static synthesis of pro-

grammable processors for which new code can be compiled and linked. However,

the reprogramming needs to be carried out using the vendor-specific tools which

limits its use for just-in-time reprogramming in a data centre environment. Fur-

thermore, to achieve high performance, a multi-core architecture allowing parallel

processing of data is needed. The commercially available soft-cores are heavy-

weight, general-purpose processors which support an extensive instruction set,

unnecessary for lightweight parallel processing computations [73].

There has been research projects incorporating reconfigurable many-core ar-

chitectures. Authors in [74] present a programmable core for relational operation
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of text analytics and leverages stream processing model that uses shared memory

and virtual streams for array processing. Run-time compilation and programming

using soft-cores for image processing applications is introduced in [75]. Similarly,

authors in [76] propose a run-time programmable architecture for deep convo-

lutional neural network while work in [77] and [78] propose many-core parallel

architectures for biomedical applications and graph analytics. However, they

incorporate domain specific optimisations such as truncation of instruction set,

lower data width and application structure specific routing, etc which may not

support diverse application domain of data centres.

More generic examples include soft-core designs such as DSP-based iDEA

processor [73] and vector processors including VESPA [79], VEGAS [80] and

VENICE [81]. Whilst the designs provide high performance by optimising the

underlying FPGA resources they do not comment on the programming and run-

time for multi-core system design. For high performance data analytics, work

in [82] uses operation units placed in a n× n layout and configured for different

queries using a compiler; it can reduce the effort to deploy analytical workloads

on FPGAs but the functionality achievable by operation units is limited, since

there is no memory hierarchy and limited options for implementing a data flow.

Similarly, work in [83] focuses on enabling high-level mapping of applications

written in OpenVX.

Furthermore, some of the published research only provides simulated or theo-

retically estimated results or only logic power consumption numbers [71] [70] [84]

while others lack a comprehensive system evaluation for throughput and energy

efficiency [85] [79] [74] [80] [73]. Although the simulation-based performance

number provided by vendor-specific tools may fairly compare solutions across the
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same technology, they are not suitable for comparison across different technolo-

gies (such as CPUs and GPUs), particularly since vendors for these do not provide

tools for simulation-based results [75]. More importantly, the existing work fo-

cuses on the node-level design and provide performance numbers for FPGA SoC

without providing a comprehensive integrated stack with I/O model and system

infrastructure for a dynamic data centre environment.

2.3.4 Run-time Programmability in Data Centres

Although the previous work on soft-cores provides programmability from high-

level descriptions to reduce design iteration time, there are challenges of doing

that effectively at run-time in a data centre environment. Firstly, even if a task

kernel can be off-loaded to soft-cores, there is a need for transactional processing,

such as for integrating with high-level distributed computing frameworks as well

as compilation support for task kernel and host code [14]. These are challenging

to run on the embedded ARM cores, which are included in most independent on-

chip FPGA+CPU systems, due to their limited compute and memory resources.

Secondly, using an FPGA as a PCIe-based accelerator reduces energy efficiency

as well as scalability, due to being tightly integrated to a single high-performance

CPU node. Novel solutions are required to provide just-in-time compilation and

programmability while maintaining energy-efficient use of FPGA as a shared com-

pute resource in the data centre.

In addition to decreasing design time, the run-time programmability also helps

to reduce the reconfiguration overhead associated with traditional bitstream-

based designs as only the program code may need to be written to FPGA. In
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other words, the soft-core architectures may reduce the off-line programming time

but for on-line programming, the overhead may be similar to the reconfiguration

overhead in the absence of seamless runtime.

Finally, although the reconfiguration overhead is significant compared to soft-

ware programmable systems, its effect on overall throughput achieved on FPGAs

depends on the workload size. For smaller workloads, the reconfiguration over-

heard may overcome the acceleration achieved while for a larger workload size, the

reconfiguration overhead may be insignificant. Similarly, the reconfiguration time

is proportional to the area being configured which may be exploited to optimise

overall execution time for the workload under consideration.

2.4 Programmability and Performance Porta-

bility

So far, the work has discussed the design flow and efforts required for various

programming options for FPGAs. However, there is a trade-off associated with

the performance as well.

Traditionally, with the design of any computing architecture, programming

environment and compilation tools are provided by the vendors, such as VHDL

and place and route tools for FPGA and compute unified device architecture

(CUDA) and Nvidia CUDA Compiler (NVCC) for Nvidia GPUs, respectively.

These frameworks target the platform specific optimisations which due to widely

varying architectures, differ for each platform. To ease adoption for the wider

HPC community and flexible portability of existing applications, widely sup-
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ported programming environments may be used. However, there is a trade-off

between performance and portability particularly on FPGAs.

Firstly, in order to provide just-in-time compilation and processing in time

domain similar to software programmable solutions, the soft-core approach gen-

erates a static bitstream without any application-specific optimisation. Hence, it

loses on the FPGA’s efficiency when considering transistors per instruction and

may result in a lower throughput per unit area [89].

Secondly, HLS-based tools are provided by vendors to integrate widely used

front-ends via a middle layer with platform-specific compilers [15]. The middle

layer, while generating input for vendor compilers implements automatic source

code optimisations before using place and route tools to generate application

specific hardware designs. However, there is still a question about the efficiency

of these optimisations provided by the middle layer.

2.4.1 OpenCL Portability

In order to allow seamless access to an FPGA in heterogeneous data centres, a uni-

form programming language supported by a range of accelerators is required that

also provides efficient implementation for high throughput and energy efficiency.

This will allow the programmers to easily port existing applications as well as

implement new tasks on accelerators with varying underlying technologies. A uni-

fied programming environment, and thus a uniform runtime, also allows various

accelerators to be accessed via a single high-level virtualisation framework [90].

Furthermore, use of the same programming flow allows fair comparison of the

achieved performance and design cost across the different accelerating technolo-
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gies (FPGAs and GPUs), and thus the study of suitability of FPGA as a resource

designed from high-level language.

To address this challenge, OpenCL [91], has been introduced as a C-based

cross platform open standard for heterogeneous parallel programming which al-

lows parallelism to be expressed explicitly regardless of the underlying hardware.

OpenCL is now supported by a range of programmable accelerators. This includes

NVIDIA OpenCL SDK [92] for GPUs, and Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL [15]

and Xilinx SDAccel [16] for FPGAs. However, similar to other HLS-based tools,

OpenCL only provides functional portability and the application implementation

needs to be optimised by the underlying accelerator vendor compilers. Under such

a reality, the question remains about the performance portability of OpenCL ap-

plications on FPGAs as compared to other accelerators.

Researchers have approached the challenges of performance portability from

two angles. On one hand, work in [93] has compared a HDL-based implemen-

tation of three image processing kernels with OpenCL-based implementations

on FPGA. They were able to increase productivity by 6× while achieving com-

parable timing constraints. On the other hand, there is portability evaluation

of the same language e.g. OpenCL across multiple platforms i.e. an NVIDIA

GPU and AMD GPU [94], and an NVIDIA GPU, AMD GPU, Intel CPU and

Sony/Toshiba/IBM Cell Broadband Engine [95]. This work concludes that al-

though platform-independent language can lead to better portability, additional

effort is required for tuning the kernels to each device to achieve a comparable

performance. Furthermore, these studies did not include FPGAs.

An architectural and programming model study on fractal video compres-

sion involving optimisation of OpenCL on an FPGA [96] provides a series of
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FPGA-based optimisations before comparing the results with a CPU and GPU

for an optimised kernel. In [97], six benchmarks of the Rodinia suite are evalu-

ated using OpenCL and FPGA-specific optimisations are performed on kernels

optimised for GPU-like devices, achieving up to 3.4x better energy efficiency as

compared to the GPU. Similarly, work in [98] provides an analytical framework

for optimisation of the OpenCL kernels on FPGA. However, this work requires

platform-specific optimisations, which partially nullifies the motivation behind a

software-based approach via a unified programming environment. In addition,

they compare the output with already-optimised implementations on other plat-

forms and do not discuss performance portability. Finally, the work targeting

platform-independent portability and optimisation flows only comprise software

programmable systems and do not incorporate FPGA optimisation flows [17] [99].

For use of OpenCL in a heterogeneous environment including FPGAs, the

optimisation flow needs to be formalised for platform-independent optimisations.

Similarly, the performance that a task can achieve across various platforms and

the efficiency of the vendor-specific compilers to map OpenCL source code to the

targeted device with minimum or even no user-defined platform-specific optimi-

sations need to be evaluated. Also, there is a question of FPGAs still requiring

hardware-specific knowledge when compared to other technologies to optimise

implementation and achieve higher energy efficiency.

2.5 Multi-Task Processing

So far the work has discussed the challenges and research work associated with

the programming of a single task on FPGAs. However, for varying resource
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requirements of tasks in data centres, multi-task processing, where tasks share the

FPGA area and co-execute, is a possibility offered by the growing device sizes. For

this reason, the challenges associated with effective programming and mapping of

multiple tasks on FPGAs, particularly for task-specific custom hardware designs,

are discussed.

The discrete parallel computing units and low programming overhead in soft-

ware programmable systems allows a flexible management of resources amongst

multiple tasks. Physical resources such as individual cores in a multi-core sys-

tems can be easily allocated to tasks in any distribution order. Furthermore,

microseconds latency context switching allows run-time reallocation and man-

agement of resources. However, for FPGAs, the tasks are custom designed and

mapped spatially on the device off-line. This, along with the reconfiguration

overhead associated with task initiation, places extra constraints for efficient uti-

lization of the FPGA resources [29]. The challenges are enhanced when trying to

optimise system performance from a high-level perspective.

2.5.1 Partially Reconfigurable Regions

A common way of sharing the FPGA area is to partition it into partially re-

configurable regions (PRRs) [19] [100] [101] [102]. Each PRR can be configured

independently with a new bitstream via dynamic partial reconfiguration (DPR),

independently of the processing going on in the other PRRs. This provides in-

dependence in time for each PRR, such that a task A running in a PRR can be

instantly replaced by task B, when task A finishes.

The design of PRRs is challenging since the spatial distribution of various
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types of resources on an FPGA is not uniform or homogeneous (Figure 2.1). The

whole FPGA can be represented as a matrix, with dimensions X × Y , of tiles

where each tile, xiyj, represents a resource type; logic cell, DSP block or BRAM.

Resources of same type form the vertical columns, e.g. ydsp, ybram, etc., of a

matrix where each horizontal row, xi, contains at least 1 tile involving all type of

resources. Furthermore, the FPGA is divided into multiple clock regions across

both the vertical and horizontal axes, where the crossing of the region boundary

requires custom logic implementation.

Now since the tasks are physically mapped to this diverse distribution of

resources, their relocation at run-time is challenging, particularly along the hor-

izontal axis [103]. For more complex mappings, modern bitstream relocation

techniques [104] allow for relocation from one region to another vertically only,

due to the column-based FPGA architecture, whilst permitting routing of inter-

face connections and clock. However, such a relocation scheme cannot happen

from a non-clock crossing region to a clock crossing region and vice versa. Thus,

relocation is only possible among homogeneous regions along the vertical-axis and

at discrete starting points with a step size equal to the height of clock regions, in

line with work on partially reconfigurable systems for independent tasks [105].

These mapping constraints require PRRs to be majorly homogeneous and

along the vertical-axis which may lead to an inefficiency in resource utilization by

heterogeneous tasks. Firstly, after omission of the static area used for the memory

interconnects near I/O pins and other hard static logic, the homogeneous region

along the vertical-axis can be as low as 60% area of the FPGA [105]. Secondly,

within the rectangular boundaries defined for any task, the actual area being

allocated to a task may be lower than the area available in that region, namely
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38% - 51% [106]. This is worsened in the case of fixed PRRs due to the diverse

spatial placement of different types of resources. To address these challenges,

researchers have looked at providing more spatial flexibility using heterogeneous

PRRs and multiple bitstreams for a single task [107]. Although this approach

increases the system throughput via intelligent off-line and run-time PRR design,

the same intrinsic idea of mapping more than a single task to the same PRR

still may lead to underutilization of resources. Finally, PRR-based frameworks

require low-level hardware design expertise.

2.5.2 Tasks Heterogeneity

The efficiency of homogenous PRR regions is also reduced by the heterogene-

ity in the modern data centre workloads [108] [109]. The heterogeneity may

be defined by the requirement of number and type of resources (i.e. memory,

compute, logic, bandwidth). Software-based systems support flexible run-time

heterogeneous resource allocation. Similarly thread-level parallelism allows vari-

able tasks to co-exist on homogeneous systems to balance heterogeneous resource

utilisation. However, on FPGAs the task-specific spatial implementation does

not allow that and novel solutions are needed to consider the heterogeneity of

tasks while mapping.

In software-based systems, researchers have used characterisation of tasks to

maximise system resource utilisation. This includes characterisation of commu-

nication requirements [110] to reduce network bottleneck. Such characterisations

have been previously used to select tasks for resources sharing, such as Gang

Scheduling [111] which clusters threads requiring interaction to execute at the
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same time on software-based multi-processor systems. This projects possibili-

ties for gains to be made on FPGAs as well by characterisation-based resource

allocation to tasks.

2.5.3 Static Partitioning and Mapping of Tasks

The constraints of PRR as well as characterisation-based mapping of tasks can be

addressed by extending custom partitioning and task-specific resources mapping

capabilities of the FPGA to area shared tasks. This static mapping can also facil-

itate creation of bitstreams from a high-level language, OpenCL, while OpenCL’s

runtime provides integration with FPGA virtualisation frameworks [29] [90] for

software-based heterogeneous data centres. Statically generated high compute

density bitstreams fit well with the FPGA version of cloud computing model of

Software as a Service where optimised IPs for standard computing tasks are stored

as a library (Amazon Marketplace for Amazon FPGA Image [10]) and users can

request task processing service with variable workload. Although static custom

mapping has always been supported by the tools, to author’s knowledge its appli-

cation to area shared tasks with variable workload sizes and execution time has

not been explored before. Finally, for multi-task processing in general, although

researchers have looked at optimisation of resource sharing on FPGAs [105] [101],

there has not been an investigation of throughput for area shared schemes relative

to single task processing, and thus the cost of virtualisation.
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2.6 Discussion

Although the FPGA design flow can be accelerated using soft-cores based im-

plementation, a complete system stack is required for integration of such an

approach in the data centres. This on-line programming challenge can be over-

come by providing true just-in-time compilation of soft-cores and integration with

higher level transactional processing and programming frameworks. This can be

achieved by integrating an independent scalable soft-core accelerator to an energy-

efficient lightweight software programmable node, which is capable of executing

distributed computing frameworks as well as compilation flow for soft-cores and

host application. This work targeting effective system integration enabling ab-

stracted use of FPGA as a shared programmable resource is accomplished using

Nanostreams project modules. Background of the Nanostreams project and sys-

tem integration research are presented in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.

Furthermore, although OpenCL provides an opportunity to optimise the un-

derlying architecture using C-based language, questions remain about the per-

formance portability when designing from high-level. The implementation of

performance portable design flow and evaluation of ability of FPGAs’ OpenCL

compile flow to generate optimum designs without low-level hardware skills can

be achieved by defining and implementing a high-level optimisation flow based on

the general principles of parallel programming and OpenCL compute model. This

work in Chapter 5 presents design and implementation of a platform-independent

micro-architectural flow on a range of heterogeneous accelerators, allowing evalua-

tion and comparison of the OpenCL-based mapping for each technology platform.

Finally, Chapter 6 targets the multi-task processing from a high-level lan-
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guage in area shared fashion to counter the constraints of PRR-based mapping

and optimise system throughput. The work looks to counter the constraints of

the PRR-based design while incorporating intelligent mapping exploiting the het-

erogeneity of tasks. To enable this, the work makes use of static mapping of tasks

to enhance the resource utilisation in space while using a pre-emptive schedul-

ing based on off-line profiling and multi-task DSE to generate a higher compute

density in time.

2.7 Conclusion

Energy consumption of data centres is becoming a serious concern. Amongst

alternative approaches, FPGAs provide a promising solution, however, there are

challenges associated with their programming and run-time methods. Soft-cores

based solutions can provide a runtime similar to software programmable solu-

tions, however, a complete system architecture needs to be developed to enable

high-level programming and execution access to soft-cores while allowing inde-

pendence and scalability. Similarly, HLS-based solutions, particularly, OpenCL

provide more efficient application specific designs while programming from a high-

level language. However, there are questions regarding the efficiency of the design

process, particularly, in comparison to other programmable solutions in hetero-

geneous computing environments. Finally, there are challenges associated with

area sharing of tasks on FPGAs due to the constraints on spacial mapping of

tasks. This asks for novel alternatives to largely homogeneous PRR-based map-

pings that suit an effective mapping of the largely heterogeneous modern data

centre workloads.
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Chapter 3

Nanostreams Background

This chapter provides background material of the EU Nanostreams project. It

looks to explain the scope of the project as well the specification and requirements

of the components developed under the project. These components are incorpo-

rated and interfaced to design a complete system infrastructure that explores

run-time programmable solutions based on soft-cores for integration of FPGA

resource in data centres in the next chapter.

The overall aim of the Nanostreams is to develop an energy-efficient mi-

croserver architecture that can efficiently support real-time heavyweight com-

putation. It effectively looks to exploit FPGA technology through the design

of a highly programmable Analytics-on-Chip (AoC) architecture based on the

Nanocore stream-based processor to enable programmability and performance.

It also includes Nanowire, a novel high-speed network interface for low latency

communication. The underlying architecture is supported by a high-level pro-

gramming language and compiler to provide a comprehensive framework for easy

adaptation by programmers.
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This chapter describes the design philosophy of Nanostreams architecture,

including AoC, Nanocores, Nanowire, compiler and programming language with

the aim of providing the context of the overall computing model. This is then used

by the work in the next chapter to provide a generic programmable solution for

data centre environments. The work uses various design parameters of individual

modules mentioned in this chapter to enable abstracted access to programmable

Nanocores from a remote user via design of an interface middle layer.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 defines the system stack.

The AoC specification is described in Section 3.2, and forms the backbone of

acceleration and the approach for rest of the components. It is followed by the

lower level details of AoC, Nanowire and higher level tool chain in Section 3.3.

The use cases and platforms used to validate the work are discussed in Section

3.4 while the conclusions are presented in Section 3.5.

3.1 Nanostreams System Stack

Nanostreams looks to develop a heterogeneous microserver architecture that

bridges the performance gap between traditional servers and microservers by

integrating microservers with energy-efficient parallel-processing programmable

accelerator. The Nanostreams system stack is summarised in Figure 3.1 and

includes development software and hardware components.

The energy-efficient HPC is enabled by the AoC accelerator which lies at the

core of this microserver architecture. It is an amalgam of embedded general-

purpose RISC processors and Nanocores, a new class of programmable recon-

figurable processors. AoC provides low-latency transactional processing using
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Figure 3.1: Nanostreams system stack

latency-optimised RISC cores and enhances parallel processing throughput with

many-core analytics architecture based on lightweight Nanocores. On-chip inte-

gration of RISC cores and Nanocores on an AoC processor reduces the commu-

nication latency between RISC cores and Nanocores and enables efficient on-chip

parallelisation of HPC tasks. The AoC accelerator has been developed by a part-

ner in the project, Analytics Engines Limited (AEL).

AoC nodes communicate with the host microserver using a loosely-coupled

communication channel, allowing independent development and optimisation of

AoC and microserver technology. To allow broader support, the network proto-

col called Nanowire, is based on Ethernet. Nanowire implements a reliable, low-

latency and high-throughput network stack suited for transactional HPC work-

loads. Nanowire has been created by Foundation for Research and Technology

(FORTH) partner.

At the top level, C-based extensions are provided to enable programming of

applications from high-level language. The extensions integrate the rest of the
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application with AoC using a dataflow model of computation that represents

kernel-application communication as directed graphs. The application also has

access to the Nanocore compiler to generate the kernel binary for AoC. The

compiler was provided by Neueda while programming language extensions and

integration of hardware and software stacks was performed by Queen’s University

Belfast (QUB).

3.2 AoC Architecture Specification

The AoC provides the parallel computing power in this microserver architecture

and the architecture specification is given in Figure 3.2. To enable remote control

and execution, the targeted methodology is data flow processing i.e. processing

of an ordered set of data organised at run-time without storing [112]. The input

main stream is divided into multiple streams operated by multiple cores in parallel

as the operations being performed on multiple streams are the same i.e. single

instruction, multiple data (SIMD) format. Otherwise, it may require different

operations being executed on different data constituting multiple instruction,

multiple data (MIMD) type processing. This allows easy scalability for multi-

core architecture and is in line with most parallel programming paradigms. This

suits the traditional decomposition of most compute intensive applications.

AoC may have a low latency RISC processor on the same chip to act as

master for control and communicating with the soft-cores. To achieve maximum

parallelism, an important feature while selecting soft-cores is for them to be

lightweight with a simple instruction set, thus allowing large number of cores to

be replicated in the reconfigurable logic. Furthermore, the streaming data flow
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Figure 3.2: AoC architecture design

needs cores to act as the parallel computing black boxes oblivious to the rest of

flow. This requires a description of stream input/output functions at hardware

level and a supportive instruction set.

Due to the streaming flow of data, operations normally have a relatively higher

data read/write requirements to/from stream buffers, registers, local memory and

off-chip memory; hence the architecture should allow parallel reads from various

sources to reduce time for memory operations. The requirements, such as those in

financial applications, demand a high precision of computation as well. Although
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64-bit precision capabilities are increasingly being provided in GPU and CPU

architectures, it is still considered an expensive design choice for FPGAs [113].

3.3 AoC, Nanowire and Tool Chain

Below, brief implementation details of various Nanostream modules are provided

to give the reader a full appreciation of the system modules that enable pro-

grammable Nanocore-based computation.

3.3.1 AoC

AoC is an amalgam of embedded general purpose ARM processor and the many

core processing unit based on lightweight Nanocores, integrated on the same

SoC. Nanocores are a new class of programmable, reconfigurable data-driven

accelerators. The Nanocore architecture given in Figure 3.3, supports 32-bit and

64-bit fixed point arithmetic; this configuration was selected to demonstrate a

key precision benefit over existing 32-bit only FPGA cores, e.g. Microblaze, Nios

II. Various novel design parameters of the Nanocore that allow lightweight and

scalable stream-based data flow processing are described below.

Architecture: There are 16 registers within each processor while each core has

a read-write, addressable memory for storing intermediate calculation results and

use as a stack, i.e.’scratchpad’ memory. The data can also be fed via input and

output stream memories as well as constant load into registers.
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Figure 3.3: Nanocore block diagram.

Data Flow: In order to minimise latency, the input and output memories are

configured as first-in, first-out buffers (FIFOs) while Nanocores act as data-driven

cores.

In order to maximise the run-time configurability of Nanocore, some addi-

tional elements are necessary to handle the following functions:

• input of data stream from external memory or interfaces;

• output of data stream to external memory or interfaces;

• demultiplexing of single stream into multiple streams;

• multiplexing of data from multiple sources into a single stream;

• routing of data between Nanocores and flow units, including stream repli-

cation.
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Figure 3.4: Instruction word structure with support for 4 operations in one cycle

These units are controlled by the master and configured at run-time, the same

time as the Nanocores are programmed. Reconfiguration of the data flow during

processing session is not provided.

Instruction Set: The instruction set has been kept very small, 26 instructions,

in order to minimise the resource utilisation of the processor when configuring

cores for different applications.

Nanocores have a 32-bit instruction word as shown in Figure 3.4. The instruc-

tion word has been designed to allow the core to execute four operations within

a single clock cycle: an input read to a register, an output write from a register;

an always jump and; either a constant load or another instruction. The ability

to perform multiple operations within a single instruction minimises latency for

high density memory operations.

Memory: Each BRAM in Zynq devices can store up to 36 kbits. Each Nanocore

essentially has three memory areas: code, input data and scratchpad memory. For

the purpose of reprogramming and reading/writing data from Nanocore, access
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Figure 3.5: Maximum frequency with number of cores

of code and scratchpad memory from outside Nanocores is needed.

Frequency: The maximum frequencies of the core against number of cores for

32- and 64-bit versions are shown in Figure 3.5, obtained using Vivado 2014.3.1’s

implementation defaults with a constraint of 312.5 MHz and a FPGA device with

the lowest speed grade.

Power Consumption: Energy efficiency of a single core serves as a main metric

when investigating scalability trade-off but has not been investigated in some of

the previous works [79], [74]. The real-time dynamic power consumption for a

single 32-bit and 64-bit Nanocore is given as 41mW and 126mW respectively. This

was measured using the three TI power controllers (UCD9248PFC) on the ZC702

development board and allows to distinguish between the programmable logic

power from the ARM cores and other peripherals power. The power was profiled

in terms of Watts/instruction by measuring average dynamic power consumption

of 8 Nanocores running the same instructions in a loop for a significant period of

time.
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Intra-Analytic on Chip Communication: The ARM controller on the AoC

acts as a master and can access the program and data memory of Nanocores.

All communication and data flow between ARM and Nanocores are executed via

AXI interface on the reconfigurable region. This communication and control are

provided as C-based application programming interfaces (API) which internally

translates various memory addresses for memory mapping and transfer of data.

Multi-core Infrastructure: One major challenge in design of multicore in-

frastructure is the efficient scatter and gather operations at the input and output

of the Nanocore array. Generally, applications will seek to run SIMD or MIMD

type applications, with each Nanocore operating on a different burst of inputs

and returning a burst of result data. This is facilitated by the scatter and gather

modules which can be configured to split the incoming data stream for a variable

number of Nanocores with different word sizes and then join the outputs. They

can also be configured to pad input and output values if the data sizes are not a

multiple of number of cores.

Scale-up Architectures: AoC allows for easy scalability via replication of

Nanocores to form clusters where a cluster is programmed and configured as a

single unit. Multiple clusters can then be replicated to form larger architectures as

per available resources. Currently, the two implementations of Nanocores support

a node with a single cluster of eight Nanocores (AoC-8) as well as a node with

four clusters each with eight Nanocores (AoC-32).
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3.3.2 Nanowire and Host OS

The interconnect between the AoC architecture and the host microserver is pro-

vided through Nanowire, a lightweight, low-latency communication protocol.

Nanowire is based on raw Ethernet to utilise existing Ethernet infrastructure

in data centres and transparently co-exist with other Ethernet-based protocols.

The main goals of Nanowire are to:

• provide a simple and convenient API to virtualise accelerators;

• sustain reliable, high-throughput and low-latency transfers;

• minimise host side CPU overheads while supporting high concurrency and;

• achieve microsecond response and tight tail latency quality of service (QoS).

In order to address and fulfil the aforementioned goals, Nanowire adheres to

the following design principles:

• Application-kernel communication based on shared memory queues and

helper cores; this eliminates data copies and system calls at kernel bound-

ary.

• Adaptive policies in issue and completion path that eliminates expensive

sleep/wakeup operations.

• Separation of concerns, composed of two abstractions: The Host-

Accelerator Transport (HAT) layer that handles networking aspects and

the Task Issue Protocol (TIP), a task queue layer that issues task requests

from the host and receives task results from the accelerator.
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HAT provides the network tier of NanoStreams and offers a common abstrac-

tion of the network-level services and I/O primitives to both the host and accel-

erator nodes. HAT code runs on both sides of the interconnect and although the

host side makes use of the host OS services, on the accelerator side, HAT runs on

more diverse platforms. HAT provides lightweight connection-less channels as the

lowest-level communication. A channel is a point-to-point unidirectional queue

of packet slots used for communication between a source host and destination

accelerator node.

TIP provides the run-time system with the ability to transparently issue tasks

without any knowledge of the underlying network infrastructure. TIP implements

a simple client-server protocol to decouple kernel invocation from execution. It

supports both blocking and non-blocking interfaces. Further details about the

network protocol and latency results are available in [114].

3.3.3 Compiler and Higher Level Language Support

The tool chain enables a host-accelerator model in which the main application

runs on the host and compute intensive kernel is offloaded to the accelerator.

Hence, the tool chain requires both a high-level programming framework for

managing data flow between host and AoC and a Nanocore compiler for kernel

compilation. At the core level, an LLVM-based compiler for Nanocore has been

developed by project partner, Neueda. Along with compiling C using the default

26 instruction set supported by Nanocore, the compiler provides support for the

Nanocore special instructions for high speed input read and output write. An

assembler has also been developed for generation of machine code from manually
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optimised assembly code.

At the high-level programming, data flow graphs within an application are

defined in terms of annotated C functions, called kernels. The defined kernel

specifications, NANOCOREDF, allow the focus to be laid on known character-

istics of the Nanocore such that the data flow graph and the sizes of the data

communication within the graph can be determined by the compiler.

3.4 Use Cases and Evaluation Platforms

As part of the project, two use cases, binomial option pricing (BOP) and sparse

matrix matrix multiplication (SpMM) were proposed by industry partners Credit

Suisse and IBM, respectively. The evaluation setup consists of three classes of

platforms (Intel, ARM, Nanostreams) measuring energy consumption and per-

formance in each case.

3.4.1 Binomial Option Pricing

In finance, the option to buy or sell a stock at a given price can be traded.

Valuation of these options can be complicated and numerous models exist for the

accurate pricing of options with reduced complexity to allow trading or occur

in real-time. To evaluate the AoC accelerator, an option pricing algorithm for

European style options using the Binomial Tree model is used. The algorithm

holds a lot of significance in financial computing and was chosen for unbiased

evaluation of the platforms.

BOP models the price of an asset as a discrete lattice of prices where the stock

can take either an upwards jump u or a downwards jump d at each instant in time
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Figure 3.6: Binomial tree algorithm

(Figure 3.6). There are two main stages to the BOP model, the first of which

requires calculation of the value of the option at each one of the final nodes. This

can be calculated using equation (3.1), where nu is the number of upwards jumps

and nd is the number of downwards jumps taken to get to the node.

SN = S0 ∗ unu ∗ dnd = S0 ∗ unu−nd (3.1)

The second stage involves walking backwards up the tree calculating the price

at each node until the first node is reached as mathematically given by Equa-

tion (3.2), being run (n+ 1)2/2 times, where pu and pd are the probabilities of an

upwards and downwards movement, respectively.

Si−1,j = e−R∆T (pdSi,j + puSi,j+1) (3.2)

This second stage is computationally more expensive, suits a SIMD style ar-

chitecture and does not involve complex function such as power calculation. It

makes for an ideal case for acceleration using Nanocores while the ARM controls

the backward walk.

The following task-specific and platform-independent metrics have been used

for a fair performance analysis:
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• Time/option: From users point of view, the time per option is the most

critical entity that defines the end-to-end latency to price all contracts for

a given stock.

• Joules/option: The energy consumed per execution of a pricing kernel is

a fundamental metric that translates to most significant portion of the total

energy consumed at datacenters when considering high frequency trading.

Any change to the T/option metric by introducing high performance op-

tions, has to be balanced against a change in the J/option metric.

3.4.2 Sparse Matrix Matrix Multiplication

SpMM between a sparse matrix A and a dense matrix, is an important kernel

used in a range of graph analytics applications. To save bandwidth utilisation,

optimised storage formats are used for sparse matrix representation. Compressed

Sparse Row (CSR) format is used for experiments and evaluation in this work.

3.4.3 Evaluation Platforms

The technology characteristics of devices in all platforms are summarised in Ta-

ble 3.1. The base task implementations for Nanostreams and other accelerators

are provided by AEL and QUB, respectively.

Intel

The first platform is an Intel Sandy Bridge processor-based HPC server architec-

ture (referred simply as Intel in the rest of the work). This is an x86-64 server

with Sandy Bridge architecture, with 2 Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 processors oper-
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Table 3.1: Key platforms characteristics

Platform Device
Technology

(nm)
Transistors
(Billions)

Clock
(GHz)

Parallelism
(Threads)

Server
2 x Intel Xeon

E5-2650
32 4.40 2.80 16

Microserver Boston Viridis 40 1.6 1.40 64

ODROID
Samsung Exynos

5422
40 0.15 2.0 8

AoC-8 Xilnx XC7Z020 28 0.31 0.25 8

AoC-32 Xilinx XC7Z100 28 1.5 0.25 32

ating at a maximum frequency of 2.8 GHz and equipped with 8 cores each. The

machine has 32 GB of DRAM (4 × 8 GB DDR3 @ 1600 MHz). The evaluation

of the server for the use case has been accomplished using both the processors

and all 8 cores of each processor with 32 parallel threads running on the system.

ARM-based Microserver

The second class is a Calxeda ECS-1000 microserver which uses ARM Cortex-A9

processors, packaged in a Boston Viridis rack-mounted unit (referred to as Viridis)

and ODROID-XU3 based on Samsung Exynos-5422 (referred to as ODROID).

Viridis server is a 2U rack mounted server containing sixteen microserver nodes

connected internally by a high-speed 10 Gb Ethernet network. This means that

the platform appears logically as sixteen servers within one box. Each node is a

Calxeda EnergyCore ECX-1000 comprising 4 ARM Cortex-A9 cores and 4 GB

of DRAM running Ubuntu 12.04 LTS. The performance mode frequency is 1.4

GHz. To evaluate the performance, all 16 nodes run in parallel with 4 threads

per node and 64 threads in total.

The ODROID node is based on Samsung Exynos-5422 and has a quad core
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Cortex-A7 and a quad core Cortex-A15 running at 2.0 GHz. The node has 2 GB

of DDR3 RAM which runs at 933 MHz. This work only uses 4 Cortex-A15 for

evaluation purposes to avoid load imbalance between big and little cores.

Nanostreams

The third class is the Nanostreams microserver architecture, which uses either

Viridis or ODROID microserver supported by AoC. This work analyses two AoC

accelerators; the first one, AoC-8, comprises of 8 of 64-bit Nanocores implemented

on Avnet ZedBoard and the second scaled up version, AoC-32, has 32 of 64-

bit Nanocores implemented on Avnet Mini-ITX. The second platform has been

included to analyse the scaled-up performance compared to the base architecture.

Both architectures represent the maximum number of Nanocores that can be

mapped on to the underlying devices.

ZedBoard supports Zynq-7000 All Programmable SoC XC7Z020 along with

512 MB of DDR3 RAM. There are two single/double floating point supported

ARM Cortex-A9 CPUs on SoC acting as processing systems (PS). They support

a frequency up to 866 MHz with 32 KB level 1 cache, 512 KB level 2 cache and

256 KB on-chip memory. The programmable logic (PL) is an equivalent of Artix-

7 FPGA with about 85K logic cells, 220 programmable DSP slices and 4.9 Mb of

block RAM. Mini-ITX is based on XC7Z100 SoC of Zynq-7000 family with 1 GB

SDRAM each for PS and PL. The PS on SoC is the same as XC7Z020 while PL

is an equivalent of Kintex-7 FPGA with 444K logic cells, 220 programmable DSP

slices and 26.5 Mb of block RAM. Both the designs have cores running at 250

MHz.
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3.4.4 Performance Analysis

The initial evaluation of the platforms focussed largely on the Intel and Viridis

platform. The evaluation looked at optimising the underlying the implemen-

tations via optimum thread mapping. It also explored the voltage/frequency

scaling offered by the platforms. However, it was found that the optimum energy

was consumed when running both platforms at performance mode with highest

frequency/voltage values.

For the Nanostreams, the initial prototype made use of a pre-compiled kernel

and custom API calls used to program and execute the AoC. Although it showed

energy efficiency improvements, a meaningful comparison required development

of a system architecture that supports just-in-time compilation. Both Intel and

Viridis outperformed Nanostreams in terms of throughput because of their larger

device sizes. Detailed experimental analysis is provided in the next chapter.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter described the Nanostreams philosophy of integrating a multi-core

architecture with a microserver for accelerated energy-efficient computing. It also

described various components of the system stack. AoC based on lightweight

Nanocores provides accelerated data flow computing. Nanowire, a low latency

protocol, provides communication over Ethernet between microserver and AoC.

C-based programming language extensions and a Nanocore compiler form the

tool chain that enables high-level programming and communication between host

application and compute intensive kernel to be offloaded to AoC.

However, various components of system stack work independently and a task-
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specific integration is implemented for each new application. To enable scalabil-

ity and run-time compilation and programmability, an interface layer is needed

that provides seamless integration of system stack. The layer should provide

abstracted remote access to the FPGA-based accelerator for programming and

execution of Nanocores from a high-level application.
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Chapter 4

Soft-core Accelerator

4.1 Introduction

FPGA-based solutions using soft-cores provide an ease of programming and fast

compilation times, similar to traditional CPUs, while providing high parallel com-

puting capabilities. However, there are challenges associated with the existing

soft-core solutions regarding their integration and access in software-based dy-

namic data centre environments. These arise from the need for a low-latency

transactional computing requirements for run-time workload processing requests

which can be expensive on low frequency soft-cores. Furthermore, a compre-

hensive software stack is required to provide the application host code and ker-

nel compilation as well as integration with distributed computing frameworks,

which is challenging to execute on the lightweight embedded ARM cores and

limited memory on existing FPGA-based SoCs. A PCIe based solution, on the

other hand, diminishes the energy efficiency and scalability and limits the use of

FPGA-based accelerator as a shared resource.
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The work in this chapter looks to counter these challenges and develop an

abstracted system solution for soft-core accelerator on FPGAs which is inde-

pendent, accessible and scalable. The aim is to provide programmability that

supports low design iteration time cost as well as seamless and fast just-in-time

compilation, reprogramming and execution from software environments, similar

to software programmable architectures, to counter the off- and on-line program-

ming challenges associated with FPGAs. This is needed to truly enable the

FPGA’s access from a high-level perspective to allow it to be used as a shared

resource in software-based data centre ecosystems.

To achieve this, the research in this chapter enables control and execution of

soft-core accelerators via tightly integrated energy-efficient remote microservers.

The integration is developed over Ethernet-based network protocol and provides

abstracted programming, I/O and data mapping libraries via an easy to use,

generic API calls. The API calls also permit scaling of the number of soft-

cores being coupled from a single accelerator or use of multiple accelerators, thus

allowing support for both scale-up and scale-out architectures.

The API calls facilitate integration of the accelerator with a high-level pro-

gramming language and a host-accelerator like interface for the task’s execution

where compute intensive kernel can be off loaded to the accelerator. The coupling

of the accelerator and host/microserver is on a per-request basis such that one or

more accelerator architectures can be attached to any host over the network at

run-time as per the workload requirements, enabling FPGA-based accelerator as

a shared programmable data centre compute resource.

The work is accomplished using the modules developed in the Nanostreams i.e.

AoC and Nanowire to be used as soft-core accelerator and network protocol, re-
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spectively. After the development of a generic remote interface, the work looks to

evaluate run-time programmable FPGA and compare with other programmable

accelerators for throughput and energy efficiency. The runtime provided by this

approach is contrasted with the other FPGA reconfiguration methods by consid-

ering the reconfiguration overhead for pre-compiled kernels and defining a metric

for selection of reconfiguration policy based on dynamic nature of workload. This

permits study of the trade-off in throughput against faster design process for

FPGA-based implementation.

The key contributions of this chapter can be summarised as:

• Implementation of a communication and control interface (CCI) layer that

allows remote run-time programming and processing of soft-core accelerator

via simple and convenient to use software API calls from microserver over

lightweight network interface. The API calls also allow scale-up and scale-

out of the accelerator architecture as well as temporal and spatial sharing

of the accelerator amongst multiple hosts, thus enabling true abstraction of

an FPGA as a programmable resource in data centres.

• In order to have a fair comparison with other architectures, a comprehensive

experimental evaluation is required. The work accomplishes analysis of the

computation overhead associated with various components of stack. The

energy cost of the proposed approach is measured and gives up to 10.7×,

5.87× and 5× better energy efficiency as compared to an optimised financial

services workload implementation on an Intel server, Calxeda microserver

and ODROID node, respectively.

• Comparison of the run-time programmable AoC architecture with the high-
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level synthesis based custom hardware design and reconfiguration method.

The throughput per unit reconfiguration time metric is introduced and used

to study the throughput-programmability trade-off on FPGAs for run-time

programmability. Maximisation of the metric can provide up to 300× better

energy efficiency.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 provide limitations of existing

infrastructure while section 4.3 details the required specification for the CCI layer

to overcome these. Section 4.4 provides the implementation details of the CCI

layer that enable accelerator abstraction and sharing amongst multiple hosts. The

programmability-throughput trade-off for variable workloads and a methodology

to evaluate it is then discussed in Section 4.5. The experimental set up, including

tasks implementation and measurement set up is introduced in Section 4.6. The

evaluation against other platforms as well as across other programming methods

on FPGA is provided in Section 4.7. The chapter is concluded in Section 4.8.

4.2 Initial Prototype Limitations

Although the soft-cores architecture offers programmable solution for FPGAs, the

integration with rest of system stack requires further development work which is

not typical of existing soft-cores implementations. This is the case with Nanocores

as well where the programmability is only accessible from the AoC, including

initialisation, reconfiguration of I/O streams and access to the scratchpad memory

of Nanocores. The ARM on the AoC acts as the master and can make API calls

to configure the Nanocores.

Furthermore, the work employs a bare-metal implementation on AoC, without
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any generic embedded or other operating system. This allows low-latency net-

work interface and low-overhead runtime. However, it suggests that the Nanocore

compiler cannot be placed on AoC and has to be executed on a separate com-

puting system. The library for ARM-Nanocore implementation also employs a

bare-metal implementation. The complete software stack running on the AoC is

pre-compiled using vendor provided tools and loaded on the platform off-line as

executable and linkable format (ELF) file.

An initial prototype for the processing of BOP was developed by the project

partners. However, for execution from the microsever, custom API calls were

developed for both microserver and AoC that communicate over Nanowire. Pre-

compiled code for the tasks needed to be stored on AoC which could be loaded via

remote API call from microserver. The ELF file was also loaded on the platform

before it can be booted. Similarly, task-specific memory mapping of I/O data via

customised API calls facilitated transfer of data between microserver and AoC for

processing. On the AoC the task-specific implementation provided configuration

of Nanocores parameters.

Furthermore, the host-accelerator model using AoC includes not only the

algorithmic coding, but also building and integrating system architecture respon-

sible for host-FPGA communication. The host in this system is the microserver.

In the first BOP prototype, this integration was accomplished in a task-specific

manner. For each new task kernel or updating of previous task kernel, this would

require manual access to AoC as well as operational knowledge and understanding

of Nanowire stack and corresponding API calls. This complete Nanowire stack,

comprising the HAT and TIP layers, works at a low level to enhance performance

and for each new task, this system integration via Nanowire may exceed the
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original effort required for application development.

Finally, the embedded ARM cores on AoC are limited in computational power

and memory to support the application host code and kernel compilation and in-

tegration with high-level programming framework. This needed to be executed

on the remote microserver which means the system still lacked a just-in-time

compilation, run-time programmability and support for the host-AoC computa-

tion model. The customised I/O mapping restricted configurable interface for

run-time data distribution mechanisms such as those needed by data centre dis-

tributed processing frameworks e.g. SPARK, Hadoop, etc.

4.3 Communication and Control Layer Specifi-

cation

The CCI layer forms the basis of integration stack to enable seamless access to

FPGA as a heterogeneous resource similar to software programmable systems.

The key components needed for a CCI layer are programmable soft-cores and a

low-latency high-throughput network protocol. The main objectives and specifi-

cations of the CCI layer are discussed in this section.

A high-level description of the system architecture is presented in Figure 4.1.

The CCI layer integrates a transactional processing host node with a soft-core

accelerator. The application kernel code to be run on soft-cores is designed to

optimally map to underlying accelerator. The application host code is developed

and integrated with the CCI layer on the host via CCI API calls. The underlying

implementation of the CCI communicates between the host and the accelerator
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Figure 4.1: High-level description of CCI Layer

using a network protocol. This implementation is hidden from the application

and aims to accelerate porting of a new application on this system architecture.

To enable this, CCI implements libraries both on host and accelerator that com-

municate with the underlying modules i.e. soft-cores and network protocol. The

libraries provide the host complete control and communication access to the ac-

celerator.

The CCI layer should abstract the underlying libraries for programmers. The

interface should be a standardised function that decouples the kernel mapping

from application coding while providing seamless run- and compile-time inte-

gration between both. The defined high-level API calls for interfacing should

be generic and easy to understand. The interface should employ a widely used

programming language for adaptability and integration with applications.
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The underlying libraries enabling the CCI interfaces should be lightweight.

The main aim for run-time programmability is to provide fast off-loading of tasks

and is targeted more at low granularity tasks. It is important that the system

overheads including memory transfers are low enough to be insignificant when

compared to the task processing time.

Furthermore, a key difference from existing work, such as those based on PCIe

[115], is the support of the host-accelerator model over the network. This model

offers further opportunities that need to be exploited by the CCI layer. The CCI

layer needs to enable abstraction of FPGA as a remote independent accelerator.

By independent it means that the accelerator is not permanently attached to

a single host and is available on a per request basis. This decoupling allows

sharing of accelerator amongst multiple hosts as well as scaling of accelerators

for a single host. This is also in line with the decoupled kernel and application

implementation and allows application to access the kernels mapped to variable

configurations of accelerators.

4.4 Communication and Control Interface

Layer Implementation

To implement and validate the CCI layer, the work makes use of the modules

developed under Nanostreams project. The project developed a programmable

multi-core accelerator, AoC, for which the program can be compiled on a host

and loaded on to FPGA via the ARM core on the same chip. It also provided a

low-latency and high-throughput network protocol, Nanowire, for communication
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with transactional processing host. The CCI layer is built on top of Nanowire

and enables high-level remote access to AoC.

The work implements a framework capable of just-in-time compilation and re-

mote programming. This is implemented via lightweight CCI layer that provides

generic task-independent API calls for programming, configuration and execution

from microserver. The implementation details of various functionalities supported

by the CCI layer, including abstraction of programming and execution, enabling

AoC as a shared independent and accessible resource in data centres as well as

configuration and scaling of resources per microserver, are explained below.

4.4.1 Accelerator Abstraction

One of the main aim of the CCI layer is to provide easy to use API calls for

abstraction of FPGA-based AoC to application code running on the microserver

using a generic programming language interface. This is achieved by implement-

ing C-based libraries and corresponding API calls. Four of the main API calls

are listed below:

– request(int no clusters)

– program(int nanocore configuration, char program code, size t

code length aoc aoc handle)

– processData(void input, size t input length, aoc aoc handle, int task id)

– receiveData(void output, size t output length, aoc aoc handle, int task id)

request API allows the host to request any number of clusters. The CCI layer
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requests statuses of clusters in its directory and allocates a handle to requested

clusters, if available. The handle describes the AoC as well as cluster IDs.

program API provides a functionality similar to GPUs in that a kernel function

can be off-loaded from host on to Nanocores at run-time. The API takes a

compiled binary code of program and the corresponding handle to AoC to load the

Nanocores in that AoC with the kernel. The API also supports configuration of

parameters supported by Nanocores such as the input/output stream distribution

ratio for ordered data flow processing, padding of input, etc.

processData, receiveData API calls allow the description of I/O data buffers.

The format is the same as supported by the Nanocores, that is an ordered pro-

cessing of the streaming input data. The offsets for various variables are defined

in the Nanocore program code while the distribution of data to various Nanocores

is achieved using Nanocore configuration parameters, thereby allowing integra-

tion with higher level distributed computing frameworks. The sending of input

and receiving of output is implemented as two separate functions to allow non-

blocking calls. task id is an optional argument that allows the implementation

and remote calling of any task-specific control of data flow or portion of workload

to be executed on ARM core on the AoC without interfering with rest of the

functionality.

The API calls and associated libraries are implemented over the TIP layer

of Nanowire protocol. The function calls are implemented in pairs with the

identical API calls being implemented on the host and accelerator. The calls

are initiated from the host side with task data being passed to the Nanowire

API. Nanowire then communicates over the raw Ethernet and makes the remote

procedural call (RPC) to the same API on the accelerator side. The function
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Figure 4.2: Communication and Control Interface Layer abstraction of the AoC
architecture on host

definition of the same API on the accelerator includes wrapper functions on the

ARM core to execute the required functions on Nanocores. Once processed, the

accelerator function returns the RPC with the output, which is then passed back

to application host code via Nanowire libraries on host.

Similarly, API calls are provided to initialise the Nanocores as well as read

from, or write to, the scratchpad memory on the Nanocores. The libraries support

both 32- and 64-bit versions of Nanocores.
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In doing so, the implemented CCI layer essentially provides the host direct ac-

cess to the program memory, control registers and data I/O buffers of Nanocores

in an abstracted manner as summarised in Figure 4.2. By also allowing ac-

cess to API calls allowing configuration of I/O distribution, the layer permits

a configurable interface for integration with higher level distributed computing

frameworks.

Being implemented over Nanowire, it benefits from features such as low CPU

usage, high throughput and low latency, etc. making use of the copy-less transfers

between kernel and operating system on the host and bare-metal implementation

on the AoC. The Nanocore compiler runs on the host and creates the binary

code that can be directly used by the CCI layer from the host task code written

using high-level programming directives, allowing just-in-time compilation and

execution.

4.4.2 Accelerator Sharing

The CCI layer also allows sharing of accelerator between multiple hosts. This is

achieved by using the fact that Nanowire is implemented over Ethernet and any

accelerator can be accessed simply by using a unique IP address by any of the

host on the network. The CCI layer on each host tries to couple an AoC only

when needed and releases it for use by other hosts as soon as it finishes execution.

Furthermore, the API calls to the AoC are implemented as non-blocking calls

using TPI layer of Nanowire to minimise the CPU engagement on host. This

allows the host to manage other tasks as well as benefit from any task partitioning

between the host and AoC, if possible.
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4.4.3 Scale-up and Scale-out AoCs

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the AoC architecture can be scaled to

different numbers of Nanocores in a cluster and multiple clusters on a node de-

pending on the resources available. The implemented CCI layer supports a scaling

up of the AoC architecture as well as custom use of any number of clusters. This

is implemented via use of cluster IDs within each node.

Similarly, multiple AoCs can be accessed at the same time to enable the scale-

out architectures. This requires independent allocation requests by the host to

each AoC which is accessed via an unique static IP address that is abstracted in a

configuration file allowing the use of simpler integer IDs. AoCs and clusters may

work on a different data distribution of the same workload, while AoCs may also

process a different workload altogether. The data distribution, however, is done

at the higher level by the programmer. Overall, the implementation of CCI layer

abstracts the underlying FPGA hardware from the task programmer and allows

the FPGA-based AoC to be accessed as a resource in the software domain.

4.5 Programmability-Throughput Trade-off

Although the main goal of this chapter is to implement and evaluate just-in-

time compilable solution based on FPGAs, it also studies the throughput trade-

off that comes with it. The use of coarse-grained soft-cores provides run-time

compilation and programming, however, the processing per unit resource may

not be as optimised as finer grained task-specific custom hardware design. On

the other hand, particularly for known pre-compiled kernels, the custom circuit

design and spatial mapping may provide a higher throughput, but it involves a
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higher reconfiguration overhead.

In a data centre environment, the FPGA will need to be reprogrammed/re-

configured for real-time task processing requests and the reconfiguration overhead

may or may not be significant depending on the workload size per task. Although

the trade-off between the throughput and programmability has been studied be-

fore [93], this work looks to analyse it in the context of variable reconfiguration

overhead and workload size. To achieve that, a new metric, namely throughput

per unit reconfiguration time, TRT , is defined. The total execution time, Texec,

needed to compute the workload, is calculated as:

Texec = Tr +
WS

TH
(4.1)

where Tr is the reconfiguration overhead, TH is the throughput and WS is the

workload size for the task. Then, the TRT is given by:

TRT =
1

Texec
(4.2)

The TRT is a workload-dependent metric. For a complete system analysis,

the total Texec for processing all the tasks in a queue using the TRT for each task

gives the real indication of performance for any reconfiguration scheme.

4.6 Experimental Setup

One of the major contribution of this work is the demonstration of FPGA’s abil-

ities to achieve better energy efficiency while maintaining programmability. To

allow a fair comparative evaluation, this work incorporates optimised implementa-
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tions on state-of-the-art software programmable accelerators (including the Intel

and ARM platforms described in Chapter 3), meaningful use cases and associated

metrics and measurement of actual power consumption.

4.6.1 Use Cases Implementation On Nanostreams

Two use cases were used to evaluate the framework.

Binomial Option Pricing

This work uses BOP for cross platform comparison. The BOP’s base implementa-

tion for a single cluster of Nanocores on AoC was provided by Analytics Engines

Ltd. The porting via CCI layer requires the ARM processor to calculate the

first step of the BOP and control the outer loop, accessed via the task ID in the

processData API.

For scale-up architectures, the same implementation is replicated over multiple

clusters, such that each cluster has its own workload to execute the same kernel

code. Although the programming API supports cluster-based use and scaling

by multiple tasks, this work focuses more on the system performance and hence

runs a single task utilising all the Nanocores. For the scale-out architecture, the

options workload is manually distributed to different scaled-out versions using

multiple AoC boards.

Sparse Matrix Matrix Multiplication

SpMM is used, in addition to BOP, for comparison of the high-level synthesis

approach with AoC in order to be able to study the throughput-reconfiguration

overhead trade-off. The CSR format is used in experiments to store all of the
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non-zero values in a single array, W. Each of these has a corresponding column

index in a second array, J. Row start/end indexes in J and W are stored in a

third array, I. The pseudocode for the sparse matrix vector (SpMV) algorithm

is given in Algorithm 1 for a single vector V, and is replicated on Nanocores

in SIMD fashion to operate on different vectors (columns of dense matrix) to

generate SpMM.

Algorithm 1: SpMV pseudocode

Data: Input Sparse Matrix in CSR format and Dense Vector
Result: Matrix Vector Product

1 rowStart ← I[0];
2 index ← 0;
3 for i in range(ROWS) do
4 rowEnd ← I[i];
5 rowSum ← 0;
6 for j in range(rowStart : rowEnd - 1) do
7 rowSum←rowSum + W[index] * V[J[index]] ;
8 index ← index + 1

9 end
10 output[i] ← rowSum;

11 end

The Nanocores take the input as an ordered stream of data and define the

offsets for different variables. However, for the SpMM, the offset for the vector

index is dependent on the array, J, and hence the order cannot be created off-line.

To address this, the work makes use of the scratchpad memory of Nanocores as

summarised in Figure 4.3.

The input stream consists of ordered pairs of elements of W and J. The other

two arrays, I and V, are stored in the scratchpad memory, I is updated for each

row iteratively and V is loaded once for each SpMV iteration. The elements
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Figure 4.3: SpMM implementation on the Nanocores

are accessed via the memory read/write operations from within the Nanocores

using the real-time values from J. The approach offers programmable solution

that permits scalability of parallelism as each core operates on a different vector

and parallel vector operations can be increased with scaling of cores.

4.6.2 High-Level Synthesis using Intel FPGA

For the comparison across FPGA-based programming methods, the work uses

the Nallatech 385 board with an Intel 5SGXA7 chip of Stratix V family for

evaluation of the high-level synthesis approach. The Nallatech board has 8GB of

DDR3 SDRAM with two independent banks of 4GB. The FPGA chip has 622K

logic elements, 6.25MB of on-chip BRAM and 256 variable precision multipliers
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of 27× 27 width.

The implementation of the BOP and SpMM has been undertaken using

OpenCL which provides both mapping of kernel to FPGA as well as I/O buffers

and a runtime for execution of task from host.

For BOP, the implementation involves 3 instances of SpMV kernel running

in parallel while each instance has 8 way loop unrolling of the compute intensive

second step. SpMV makes use of the implementation in [116] and incorporates

16-way loop unrolling that calculates the sum for all non-zero elements in a row.

Comparable time is spent on the optimisation of these tasks on the underlying

architecture as that spent on the Nanocore-based implementation by similar skills

programmer.

4.6.3 Power Consumption Measurements

The work compares throughput and energy consumption for three classes of plat-

forms (Intel, ARM, FPGA). Unlike some of the existing work that provides the

simulated power consumption numbers of the FPGA chip achieved from vendor

tools [75], this work focuses on actual energy cost of computation and comparison

across various platforms. This is challenging to achieve across technologies with

multiple scale factors, memory hierarchy and peripherals for various reasons [117].

Firstly, more evaluation of a complete system, metrics relying more on a single

unit, such as FLOPS/watt metric focussed on computing unit, may be avoided.

Rather metrics targetting time to solution may be used [118]and hence this work

uses Joules/Option for the considered use case.

Secondly, many platforms offer an energy-time trade-off using voltage and
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frequency scaling to reduce power at the expense of extra processing time. The

eventual minimum energy point may or may not be the best performing point

and varies for different applications [119]. To cater that, the work evaluated

the optimum operating point for platforms that offered such features (ARM and

Intel) and used for comparison.

Thirdly, there is a question of which power to measure. Measuring the total

power from the wall socket provides a total measure of cost but fails to distinguish

between actual computing cost and peripherals power, etc. Reporting socket/n-

ode/ chip power using on-board power sensors such as Running Average Power

Limit (RAPL) counters, Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI), etc,

can give fine-grained measurements of computing nodes but due to diverse system

hierarchy and run-time resource utilisation of various technologies, it can still be

inaccurate in measuring the exact cost of computing.

For these reasons, this work majorly focuses on the run-time, dynamic power

consumption, Pdyn. It is calculated as the compute power minus idle power for the

the system wall power. Compute power in this case is the average system power

when the processing is taking place and idle power is the system power when no

computation is taking place. This takes into account all the system components

that are active during processing. This is more suited to the profiling metric

of Joules/option as it gives a micro-benchmark evaluation of particular task on

the whole power consumption. For a heterogeneous data centre environment with

multiple systems working on a range of tasks, this provides a better base for power

and energy based run-time decision making. The Pdyn, however, can favour the

platforms that lack mechanisms to lower the idle power such as voltage/frequency

scaling. Thus, the work also presents results for total system power, Psys, from
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Figure 4.4: Binomial tree option pricing experimental setup

the socket for all platforms.

The Watts-UP Pro meter [120] is used for all power measurements using a
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Figure 4.5: BOP convergence with number of steps

sampling rate of 1 second and accuracy within 1.5%. The power measurement

setup is summarised in Figure 4.4. The option to be priced is broadcasted to all

platforms via UDP while power consumption is monitored on a remote worksta-

tion.

4.7 Results

This section is divided into a cross platform comparison with other programmable

accelerators and evaluation against high-level synthesis on FPGA.
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4.7.1 System Evaluation Across Different Technologies

Before evaluating, an analysis was performed to determine the problem size. Ide-

ally, the BOP is an iterative model that converges as the number of steps tend

to infinity and is limited by time and resource constraints. Some experiments

were undertaken with the aim of identifying the correct number of steps that

provide a stable convergence and accuracy of calculation. Simulation results are

provided in Figure 4.5 for one set of parameters with variation in the number

of steps. Each set of bar graphs represent the price calculated for 3 consecutive

number of steps ( +1, main value, -1). For 1000 steps, the variations occur up

to 2 decimal places while for 4000 and 7000 steps, the solution converges to 2

and 3 decimal places, respectively. A convergence up to 2 decimal places can be

considered minimum for a financial use case.

Taking different number of steps, Table 4.1 gives performance numbers for

Intel, ARM and Nanostreams in terms of seconds/option. The best case for both

Intel and Viridis is for the lower number of steps, 4000. In that case, Viridis

is about 2.2x faster than Intel and about 21x faster than Nanostreams (AoC-

32). Nanostreams (AoC-32) is found to be about 9.45x slower than Intel while

1.4 times faster than ODROID. The overall performance gap can be related to

difference in scale of devices as both Intel and Viridis chips are much larger in

terms of number of transistors when compared to the ones used for Nanostreams

as presented in Table 3.1.

The performance for a higher step size is interesting. Although performances

for Intel and Viridis are better than Nanostreams, they scale poorly in terms of

the time taken per node in the binomial tree. The number of nodes in tree scales
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Table 4.1: BOP execution time (s/option) for various number of steps

No. of Steps
Viridis Intel ODROID AoC-8 2 × AoC-8 AoC-32
(Sopt) (Sopt) (Sopt) (Sopt) (Sopt) (Sopt)

4000 0.0009 0.002 .005 0.073 .036 0.0189

5000 0.00136 0.0037 .008 0.11 .055 0.028

7000 0.0026 0.0084 0.018 0.201 .1 0.0514

as n(n + 1)/2 where n is the number of steps. For example, for 7000 steps, the

time per node for Intel is 3.4 ns compared to 2.4 ns for 4000 steps whereas for

Nanostreams (AoC-32), it is 23.6 ns and 20.9 ns, respectively.

Finally, the table highlights the performance with scaling up and out of the

Nanostreams architecture. For the AoC-32 the performance increase with using

4× the compute resources is 3.86× as compared to an ideal 4×. The decrease in

performance is due to the non-linear memory performance scaling on the AoC.

The proportion of CCI overhead calculated against the new slightly increased

kernel computation time remains constant. This is also true for scale-out archi-

tectures when using 2 AoC-8 nodes as performance for these increased linearly

while maintaining the same energy consumption, showing the effectiveness of

lightweight CCI layer.

For a better understanding of architecture and more accurate power consump-

tion estimate for Nanostreams, a breakdown of time spent by each of Viridis server

and Zedboard (ARM+Nanocores) during execution of a single option pricing for

their respective functionalities is provided. Table 4.2 shows the distribution of

time while executing a single option.

Two more analyses are important. Firstly, the CCI and network stack, which

includes the processing time on Viridis, is a very small portion of the overall exe-
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Table 4.2: BOP processing time distribution to price one option

No.
of

steps

System
Time
(ms)

BOP Kernel
Time (ms) (% of
System Time)

ARM Time
(ms) (% of

Kernel Time)

CCI and Network
Stack Time (ms) (%
of System Time)

4000 72.9 72.8 (99.8%) 4.6 (6.3%) 0.10 (0.1%)

5000 108.7 108.6 (99.9%) 5.7 (5.2%) 0.12 (0.1%)

7000 201.2 201.1 (99.9%) 8.1 (4.0%) 0.11 (.05%)

cution time, in the range of 100 µs. The Viridis microserver is only responsible for

transactional processing and in a scaled out system with large number of accel-

erators, the Viridis node will only contribute a small portion of time while being

engaged with a single accelerator. This supports the concept of AoC as a scalable

shared accelerator. This analysis also suggests that replacement of Viridis, a more

powerful microserver, with ODROID, a low-power microserver, as the host will

result in further improvements in energy efficiency. Furthermore, the microserver

power consumption is only considered for the time it is active. This also shows

that the CCI offers negligible overhead, particularly, when the overhead on top

of the network communication is insignificant, as data reorganisation performed

by CCI for BOP is minimal.

The second analysis is that ARM on the Zedboard is not fully utilised and

only executed for about 5% of total kernel execution time. The Mini-ITX im-

plementation essentially follows the same computation model and has similar

limitations/implications. This offers an opportunity for further improvement via

better workload distribution.

The results are given in Figure 4.6 for the Pdyn. The instantaneous power

is measured for the whole duration of at a sample rate of 1 second to price 617

options of Facebook stock. The power is then averaged over the whole execution
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Figure 4.6: BOP kernel energy efficiency for Pdyn for various number of steps

against number of samples. For Nanostreams the variance in power measurement

was less as compared to for Viridis and Intel particularly for larger step sizes

with negligible variance in execution time. Generally the energy efficiency gap

between the Nanostreams and other platforms increase with problem size. Intel

and Viridis consume up to about 10.7× and 5.87× more energy in executing the

same task than AoC-32 system (mini-ITX). ODROID performs slightly better

than Viridis in terms of energy efficiency by avoiding the overhead of distributed

computing.

Furthermore for the Nanocores, the scaled up system shows 3× better energy

efficiency compared to the basic version. The improvement can be related to the

tight integration of the system software, hardware and network stack via CCI

layer for lower execution time and optimum and denser utilisation of memory,
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input/output and control circuits on the larger AoC resulting in more energy

efficient computation. The scale out architecture using multiple number of AoC

accelerators maintains the same energy efficiency, whilst increasing performance.

The energy efficiency numbers for the Psys are shown in Figure 4.7. Although

Nanostreams still provide the best energy efficiency, the gains are much lower

than for Pdyn. Intel and Viridis consume up to 1.4× and 1.1× more energy. The

reduction in gain can be associated to the better energy efficiency of scaled-out

systems with multiple chips and nodes as Intel has two sockets on the same board

while Viridis has 16 nodes in a single case. The figure also shows a drop of 1.6×

and 7.4× in energy efficiency when using a single socket and single node of Intel

and Viridis, respectively, compared to using the full system. The higher gains

for Pdyn can also be attributed to the fact that Intel and ARM employ better

dynamic scaling, thus lowering the baseline idle power of the system.

In addition to the energy efficiency improvements, the Zynq-based demon-

strator system has a much smaller transistor footprint than the Xeon E5 based

implementation on the Sandy Bridge-E. The Dual Xeon E5 system has about

4.4 Billion transistors, compared to 1.5 Billion transistors on the Zynq FPGA on

the Mini-ITX and runs at 2.8 GHz, compared to 250 MHz. Whilst the Viridis

platform has comparable number of transistors, the clock speed is still lower.

With doubts being cast about future technology scaling, the ability to make

these savings at a much lower clock frequency provides a vital protection for the

implementations of increasingly complex algorithms.
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Figure 4.7: BOP kernel energy efficiency for Psys for various number of steps

4.7.2 Comparison with other High-Level Frameworks

This section compares the Nanocores-based approach with other high-level pro-

gramming approaches, including the commercially available soft-core available

from Xilinx i.e. Microblaze and the high-level synthesis using OpenCL on an Intel

Altera platform. The latter is then used to analyse the effect of programmability-

throughput trade-off on variable-sized workload.

4.7.3 Off-line Design Time

With qualitative analysis, the high-level synthesis approach has a high off-line

design time as it requires lengthy synthesis, place and route every time that the

task source code changes. Furthermore, simulation based debugging can be very

slow. Similarly, the use of a commercial soft-core such as Xilinx Microblaze on
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reconfigurable logic has traditionally been limited to general-purpose comput-

ing and needs reprogramming via vendor specific tools every time the design is

updated.

In contrast, the design and debug time for Nanocores is far less than that for

HLS-based implementation using Xilinx or Altera tools as resynthesis is required

every time the design changes. Nanocores not only avoid resynthesis but very

significantly reduce the hardware simulation as this is done in real time on the

actual hardware using the developed libraries. Furthermore, by implementing

CCI layer that abstracts the run-time programming of Nanocores, this work pro-

vides high-level independent access and sharing of FPGA amongst multiple hosts

for variable tasks, which is difficult to achieve via HLS.

4.7.4 Performance

For comparison of run-time performance of pre-compiled kernels, the work starts

by comparing Nanocore against a single Microblaze configured as close as possi-

ble to the Nanocore, involving a shifter, 32-bit integer multiplier and extended

stream instructions. For implementation on the Zedboard, the study finds that

the performance mode gives the best possible trade-off between resource utilisa-

tion and frequency as compared to the area or frequency modes. In this setting,

the resource utilisation and frequency of Microblaze against Nanocores is given

in Table 4.3, which suggests that Nanocores is about 33% better than Microblaze

considering the area-delay product in terms of used LUT resource.

The frequency and resource usage alone cannot provide an accurate estimation

of performance. The assembly code for the BOP kernel generated by the compiler
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Table 4.3: Nanocore and Microblaze single core comparison

Parameter Nanocore Microblaze
LUT Usage 1773 1105

Flip-Flops Usage 1426 786
DSPs Usage 3 3

BRAM Usage 2.5 2.5
Frequency (Zed Board) 325 MHz 160 MHz
BOP Kernel Execution 22 Cycles 23 cycles

of Microblaze takes 23 cycles compared to 22 cycles of Nanocore. This defines

the best case performance of Microblaze to be that of half of the Nanocore.

Furthermore, the better scalability that can be expected from less resource usage

of Microblaze may not directly translate to better performance, due to I/O and

memory bottlenecks on a scale-up design.

Finally, the analysis here only considers the compute intensive inner loop of

the use case and reports on execution time without considering the memory access

time of both processors. Nanocores are streaming cores designed for high speed

I/O and multiple memory operations per cycle as detailed in Chapter 3. On the

other hand, Microblaze is designed for stand-alone processing with more complex

pipeline. This will encounter further delays while fetching data from external

memory and result in a higher initiating interval for the inner loop.

In addition, to have a comprehensive comparison of performance between

Nanocores- and HLS-based approaches, this work also considers the workload

size and reconfiguration overhead, the two parameters that are important in data

centre environments.

Nanocores support fast run-time reconfiguration in order of few milliseconds.

In comparison, reconfiguration overhead of whole logic for HLS-based design is
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of the order of seconds. Similarly, as the results show for the evaluated use cases

in the following text, the throughput and energy efficiency decreases with the

increase in programmability with the Nanocores. The coarse-grained Nanocores,

even when highly optimised, perform worse as compared to finer grained custom-

designed intellectual property (IP) cores for various tasks.

To quantify this trade-off, the work compares two use cases, BOP and SpMM,

for Nanocores and custom circuit design on the Intel Stratix V using the In-

tel OpenCL SDK for FPGA. For BOP, the Nanocores and Stratix V achieve a

throughput of 22.45 ms/options at .011 J/option and 2.17 ms/options at .008

J/option for 5000 steps. Please note that this only considers the second compute

intensive step of BOP. Similarly for SpMM, the Nanocores achieve 5.4 MFLOPS

at .09 J/MFLOP compared to 755.9 MFLOPS at .002 J/MFLOP. This suggests

that custom logic synthesis can provide up to 45× higher energy efficiency. The

energy is calculated using Pdyn on both devices.

4.7.5 Reconfiguration-Throughput Trade-off

The throughput alone does not provide the complete picture in the absence of

reconfiguration overhead. In the second analysis, the work includes the reconfig-

uration overhead, varies the size of workload and performs system analysis based

on the introduced metric, TRT . The system execution time in a multi-task envi-

ronment executing a number of different sized tasks, n, depends on the achieved

TRT for all tasks and can be calculated as:

Tsys =
n∑

i=0

1

TRT (i)
=

n∑
i=0

Tr(i) +
WS(i)

TH(i)
(4.3)
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Figure 4.8: Execution time variation with programming/reconfiguration method

For the evaluation of the reconfiguration overhead, this work uses a standard

PCIe based reconfiguration for the HLS. This offers relatively higher reconfigura-

tion overhead (1.9 seconds for the platform used and measured as the clock time

spent by the vendor provided API to configure the platform) compared to modern

partial reconfiguration based approaches which can offer reconfiguration times in

100s of milliseconds for the whole chip and even lower for smaller regions. For the

AoC, the reconfiguration overhead including the transfer of program code from

the Microserver to the AoC via network has an average of 19.2 ms. Please note

that the execution model assumes a fully independent accelerator that allows any

host to load a new kernel on to the device. Known kernels can be preloaded on

the device itself or to the DRAM to further reduce the reconfiguration times.

The performance numbers for execution time and energy consumed are given

in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, respectively. The execution time graph also in-
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Figure 4.9: Energy efficiency variation with programming/reconfiguration
method

cludes a break down of processing time and reconfiguration overhead. As ex-

pected, for the smaller workload sizes, the reconfiguration overhead is significant

and Nanocores provide up to 102× better execution time at 303× better energy

efficiency. However, at the other end for the larger workload size, the through-

put overcomes the reconfiguration overhead and the Stratix V provides up to

10× smaller execution time using 1.4× less energy. Irrespective of the reconfig-

uration overhead, the Stratix V provides up to 141× higher throughput at 48×

better energy efficiency. The energy measurements use average Pdyn measured

using WattsUp pro for Nanocores while on-board sensors for HLS. The variance

in power for Nanocores and HLS reached 2% and 4%, respectively with negligible

variance in execution time.

The results suggest that the suitability of programming approach largely de-

pends on the dynamic nature of task queues. Furthermore, although the OpenCL

route takes a higher synthesis time, it still offers abstraction of FPGA hardware
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4.8 Conclusion

via programming using high-level languages. For large enough tasks in HPC,

the reconfiguration overhead can be small and the higher performance may over-

come the overhead. OpenCL is also a widely used framework for heterogeneous

servers and allows easy portability of existing tasks. For this reason, this work

will go on to explore the challenges associated with OpenCL-based designs for

the remainder of the thesis.

4.8 Conclusion

To build a case for energy-efficient HPC computation in data centres, this work

implemented an FPGA-based solution that supports just-in-time compilation and

run-time programmability similar to CPUs. The solution is based on development

of the CCI layer that abstracts the programming and I/O configuration and com-

munication libraries of a soft-core accelerator, to a host. This is achieved over the

network and allows sharing as well as scaling of the accelerator amongst multiple

hots. Implementation of the approach using modules developed in Nanostreams

and evaluation against other software programmable accelerators such as Intel and

ARM based servers, shows that the proposed solution can achieve higher energy

efficiency for BOP, a financial computing use case. The evaluation also shows the

trade-off in performance when incorporating run-time software programmability

on FPGAs. A custom hardware mapping based solution can provide higher per-

formance while incurring higher off-line design time and on-line reconfiguration

overhead. The best reconfiguration approach for maximum on-line performance

may be selected based on the dynamics of task processing requests.
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Chapter 5

Performance Portable OpenCL

Optimisation Methodology For

FPGAs

Soft-core programming on FPGAs can provide accelerated implementation, de-

bugging and reprogramming of tasks. However, a comparison with custom gener-

ated hardware designs in Chapter 4 has shown that the dedicated FPGA layouts

have the potential to provide a higher throughput per unit area and thus up

to 48× better energy efficiency for some of the tasks. Hence, this work looks

to explore further the challenges in the design of custom IPs in a software-based

data centre environment whilst clearly considering the application domain of data

centre implementation. This is a key challenge since this the custom IP design

has traditionally required low-level hardware design skills and platform-specific

knowledge on FPGAs (e.g. using VHDL), as well as on other accelerators (e.g.

CUDA on Nvidia GPUs).
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However, for FPGAs’ seamless integration in heterogeneous data centres, there

is a need for programming from a high-level programming framework and adop-

tion of a unified software-based environment to program a range of heterogeneous

accelerators, that also maintains better throughput and energy efficiency [122].

This will allow straightforward portability of programming skills and existing

tasks from other software programmable systems such as GPUs, etc. to FPGAs

as well as integration with the software-based virtualisation systems enabling

run-time switching between accelerators [90]. In addition, this gives us a route

to compare the achieved performance and design cost across the different ac-

celerating technologies, particularly the effectiveness of custom-designed FPGA

resource.

To address this challenge, this work explores OpenCL [91], which has been

introduced as a C-based platform-independent parallel programming language. It

is now supported for a range of programmable accelerators including GPUs and

FPGAs but only provides functional portability and the implementation needs to

be optimised by the underlying accelerator vendor compilers, particularly for a

spatially mapped pipeline-central mapping on FPGA. Whilst previous work has

been shown to achieve efficient mappings by linking the OpenCL source code to

the low-level hardware design [123] [124], this partially nullifies the motivation

of using a high-level uniform programming language. Thus, novel methodologies

are required for optimum implementations on FPGA while keeping the abstracted

approach enabled by OpenCL.

This will also allow to gauge the underlying vendor-specific compilers’ support

in mapping an OpenCL application source code, while maximising performance,

to the targeted heterogeneous devices with minimum or even no user-defined
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platform-specific optimisations. This helps us to evaluate a hypothesis that a

FPGA compile flow can optimise implementation and achieve higher energy ef-

ficiency, as compared to other technologies, without requiring expert hardware

knowledge.

To target this, a uniform high-level optimisation methodology is proposed

and applied to a range of accelerators. This is designed as abstraction of micro-

architectural optimisations using the OpenCL computing model based on fine-

and coarse-grained tuning of parallelism. To keep the optimisations fair across

accelerators, the methodology targets both the fixed and highly parallel as well as

custom-designed spatially mapped architectures. It also makes use of a statistical

analysis of intermediate representation, created from OpenCL front-end for use by

vendor-specific compilers, to highlight the performance bottlenecks and resource

allocation decisions, particularly for FPGAs.

A uniform set of abstracted enhancements is then applied to increase the re-

source utilisation across platforms, complemented by a realistic approach to DSE

preceded by a manual truncation of design space. The task-specific manual DSE

targets platform-independent workload balancing amongst and across the various

layers of parallelism supported by OpenCL, eventually leading to a fair porting,

optimisation and evaluation of applications across platforms using OpenCL.

C source code of kernels for 3 accelerated computing tasks, namely matrix-

matrix multiplication (SGEMM), BOP and 3 dimensional finite difference time

domain (FDTD) are ported to OpenCL and are used as base kernels. The

platform-independent optimisation methodology is then implemented on these

three core functions and evaluated on 3, state-of-the art, platforms namely an In-

tel FPGA, a high-performance NVIDIA GPU and a low-power ARM Mali GPU.
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The choice of platforms is governed by the availability of resources assuring a

practical implementation and an actual measurement of throughput and power

consumption.

In doing so, the work provides strong insights on the compiler and runtime

behaviour against varying optimisations for OpenCL computing model, particu-

larly when mapping to FPGAs, in a bid to streamline design process. The work

then analyses the FPGA’s performance while following a high-level optimisation

methodology similar to GPUs. It also compares the achieved performance to

the theoretical peak throughput and platform-specific implementations to gauge

underlying compiler’s efficiency in generating optimum designs. To the best of

author’s knowledge, this is the first work to consider the implementation of a

platform-independent optimisation and DSE across the FPGA and GPUs whilst

keeping the programmer’s efforts and the programming environment the same,

in order to allow a fair comparison of the FPGA with other heterogeneous accel-

erators for throughput and energy efficiency.

In brief, the key contributions of this chapter include:

• A systematic approach to the design of functions using a high-level OpenCL

optimisation methodology on heterogeneous accelerators which attempts to

treat the FPGA design in a similar fashion to GPUs. This is achieved

by abstracting the micro-architectural optimisations via OpenCL’s parallel

computing model, and a manual DSE targeting optimum resource utili-

sation and parallel workload balancing. In doing so, the work highlights

optimisations that optimally target the technology’s underlying compilers

and runtime. The design methodology also allows gauging of the perfor-

mance portability of OpenCL when trying to achieve efficient implementa-
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tion across accelerators.

• Implementation and evaluation of the developed approach using three tasks

from linear algebra (SGEMM), financial computation (BOP) and electro-

magnetic modelling (FDTD). While BOP and SGEMM provide unique op-

portunities for architectural and programming exploration, FDTD has been

chosen because of the availability of the vendor-specific implementations.

The tasks’ implementations are performed on heterogeneous accelerators

whilst analysing the architectural and algorithmic challenges using OpenCL.

• Evaluation of the above implementations on state-of-art FPGA and GPUs

in terms of task-specific metrics for throughput and energy efficiency with

the aim of keeping the programmer’s design effort uniform, thereby pro-

viding a fair comparison of accelerator technologies while designing from

a high-level language. The achieved performance is also compared with

the theoretical peak and platform-specific optimisations to highlight the

efficiency of tasks mapping via the OpenCL design flow on each platform.

• Use of the DSE to further explore the throughput-reconfiguration overhead

trade-off on the FPGA. This is achieved by generating multiple hardware

designs that trade throughput against area, which is directly proportional

to reconfiguration time.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.1 describes the design environ-

ment including the programming framework, use cases and platforms. Section 5.2

describes the platform-independent micro-architectural optimisations as well as

the use of DSE to generate design points for throughput-reconfiguration overhead.
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5.1 Design Environment

The optimisations in the context of evaluated tasks and the implemented algorith-

mic approaches targetting these are then described in Section 5.3. Sections 5.4,

5.5 and 5.6 then analyse the throughput, energy efficiency and reconfiguration

overhead results before conclusions are given in Section 5.7.

5.1 Design Environment

This section describes the design environment and evaluation platforms. It first

provides a brief description of OpenCL programming environment and hardware

specifications of underlying devices before explaining the OpenCL mapping ap-

proach across platforms. It finally discusses the use cases used for evaluation.

5.1.1 Overview of OpenCL

A serial OpenCL program runs on a host CPU with parallel compute intensive

tasks being offloaded via a kernel definition and OpenCL runtime onto a compute

device which contains one or more compute units (CU) each of which has one or

more processing elements (PE) (Figure 5.1).

OpenCL broadly provides two layers of parallelism, namely coarse- and fine-

grained. A coarse-grained parallel approach divides the complete application into

smaller tasks, work-groups, with each running independently on a CU. A work-

group has further 3 dimensional parallel work-items for fine-grained parallelism,

where work-items run on a PE. Memory types of OpenCL based on latency are

high-latency global memory accessible to a whole kernel and fast local memory

shared amongst work-items within a work-group.
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5.1 Design Environment
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Figure 5.1: OpenCL architecture

5.1.2 Platforms

The work evaluates 3 typical state-of-the art platforms, based on the same tech-

nology, from Intel, NVIDIA and ARM (Table 5.1). In terms of architecture, both

GPUs share similarities with a fixed micro-architecture consisting of processing

cores and cache. The main differentiation factor lies in the device scale and non-

availability of separate local memory for CUs in Mali. In comparison, the FPGA’s

variable precision DSPs and common large local memory can be configured by

the compiler. The availability of chosen platforms allow a real measure of power

consumption and corresponding energy efficiency.

5.1.3 Task Mapping on GPUs and FPGAs

The key difference between task mapping to GPUs and FPGAs is that for GPUs,

the task is mapped to a fixed micro-architecture hardware whilst for FPGAs, the
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5.1 Design Environment

Table 5.1: Key platforms characteristics for OpenCL portability evaluation

Characteristic Intel FPGA NVIDIA GPU Mali GPU

Board Nallatech 385 GTX 980 ODROID XU-3
Chip 5SGXA7 GM204 T628

Technology (nm) 28 28 28
Transistors (Millions) 3500 5200 -

Maximum Power (Watts) 25 165 20
Frequency 300 MHz 1216 MHz 600 MHz

Compute Units Variable 16 4
Floating Point Units 256 2048 16

Local Memory 6.25MB 256 KB Virtual
Cache - 2MB 256KB

Work-Items Single preferred 1024× 1024× 64 256× 256× 256

micro-architecture is custom designed for the task.

GPU Mapping

OpenCL computation model is inherently designed for GPU like architectures.

A GPU generally consists of a number of CUs with each CU having multiple

PEs, called stream multiprocessors and CUDA cores, respectively, in NVIDIA

GPUs. The task mapping by the programmer tries to adapt to the underlying

fixed architecture and tune coarse- and fine-grained parallelism to fully utilise the

available resources.

FPGA Mapping

For FPGAs, the hardware is designed as per the specifications described by the

programmer in the task kernel via pragmas. Some of the key pragmas supported

by Intel OpenCL SDK for OpenCL are described below.
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5.1 Design Environment

Compute Units: This pragma targets the coarse-grained parallelism and repli-

cates the whole kernel data paths to create multiple CUs.

Single Instruction Multiple Data: This pragma is similar to replicating PEs

by repeating multiple data paths within a CU and allowing processing of multiple

work-items in parallel. The parallelism per unit area provided via SIMD pragma

is more effective when compared to an equivalent design employing multiple CUs,

however, it only provides benefits if the task requires a large number of work-items

in the power of 2.

Loop Unrolling (U): FPGAs provide even more fine-grained parallelism via

loop unrolling of the compute intensive loop without any loop carried dependen-

cies and creating multiple data paths within a PE for single work-item.

Using these pragmas, the generated hardware can range from a single PE unit

to multiple CUs each with multiple PEs. Although this task mapping approach

provides flexibility, it requires the programmer to optimise the hardware design

as per the task’s requirements.

5.1.4 Use Cases

The work takes three different use cases from linear algebra, financial compu-

tation and electromagnetic modelling. The algorithms offer varying computing

characteristics and design process as summarised in 5.2. While SGEMM and BOP

offer step-wise optimisations, FDTD provides an evaluation of a vendor-specific

implementation. With varying computational structures and dependency on re-

sources, the use cases provide diverse testing of underlying micro-architectures
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5.1 Design Environment

Table 5.2: Use cases characteristics

Characteristic SGEMM BOP FDTD

Domain Linear Algebra Finance Modelling
Evaluated Data Points Up to 32K Up to 4K 105M

Data Dimensions 1 2 3

Data Access Pattern Regular
1 Regular,
1 Irregular

Regular

Architecture SIMD Iterative Sliding Window
Data Reuse Order of matrix 2 Radius2

and are briefly explained below.

Matrix-Matrix Multiply: SGEMM of two square matrices, A and B, of order

n results in a matrix C of order n where each ijth element of C is the dot product

of the ith row of A and the jth column of B. SGEMM is a main component of

various libraries and benchmarks (such as LAPACK) used in dense linear algebra

algorithms and for benchmarking purposes.

Binomial-Tree Option Pricing: BOP calculates the value of the option at the

final nodes of a binomial tree. The next, computationally complex step involves

walking backwards up the tree calculating the price of all nodes at each time step

sequentially, until the first node is reached. Each node, n, in a vertical column

at a time step, t, is dependent on two nodes, n and n+ 1, in the time step, t+ 1.

3 Dimensional Finite Difference Time Domain: FDTD is an important

numerical method in electromagnetic numerical modelling which builds a model

space and stores it in memory. The calculation of electric and magnetic field

progression in 3D space, X × Y × Z, is conducted in a sliding window fashion,

where window is a sphere of a set radius. Apart from the computational needs,
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5.2 Architectural Exploration

another reason for selecting this algorithm for comparison is due to the availabil-

ity of implementations targeting specific platforms from the vendors, Intel and

NVIDIA.

5.2 Architectural Exploration

This section describes the methodology for micro-architectural exploration used

to exploit the two layered parallelism of OpenCL. It also comments on the manual

DSE employed to scale the underlying resources and the assistance it provides to

further explore the reconfiguration overhead - throughput trade-off on FPGAs.

Based on the general principles of parallel computing and the OpenCL com-

putation and architectural model, this work targets 2 types of optimisations on

all platforms namely maximising resource utilisation and work-item / work-group

load balancing. This is then followed by a manual design space truncation using

the underlying architectures’ characteristics and exploration on actual hardware

(Figure 5.2). However, to enable all of this, the C source code first needs to be

converted into a parallel implementation.

5.2.1 Explicit Parallelism Using OpenCL Model

Using the source code, the first step is to define parallelism explicitly using the

OpenCL model that projects a parametrised distribution of the workload into

work-items and work-groups. This requires a general understanding of the appli-

cation to explicitly divide each task into coarse- and fine-grained multiple parallel

units, forming the base kernel. In addition, this should highlight the micro-

architectural design pragmas for hardware generation onto FPGAs. Finally, it
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Figure 5.2: OpenCL computation model based optimisation methodology

should project the tiling of the workload into smaller blocks ensuring that the

data block size can be accommodated on-chip to gain from spatial proximity of

data accesses. The effect of the various projected parameters and how they are

optimised are discussed below.

5.2.2 Resource Usage Optimisation

The maximisation of resource utilisation targets both the compute and memory

resources.
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Arithmetic Units: The GPU core usage is maximised by providing enough

parallel work-groups and work-items in time. For the FPGA, various hardware

generation pragmas are used to scale the underlying hardware such that DSP

block utilisation is maximised. The core usage is also increased using the vector

operations, if available, using the OpenCL vector data types.

Memory Hierarchy: Memory optimisation involves both maximising the use

of the high-speed local memories as well as coalescing accesses to main memory

with the aim of hiding the main memory access latencies. On the FPGA, the local

memory is allocated and mapped as per the source code and run-time usage is

confined to that. On the GPUs, care is taken to make sure the usage of the fixed

local memory units is maximised whilst constraining over maximum available,

thereby avoiding spillage. Memory coalescing is achieved by associating the work-

items in a work-group such that they work on adjacent blocks of data as well using

the OpenCL vector data types for coalesced load/store operations within a single

work-item.

5.2.3 Workload Balancing

For optimisation of the run-time execution, the workload needs to be balanced

for both fine- and coarse-grained parallelism.

Inter-work-item: Multiple work-items share hardware resources while a sin-

gle work-item is executed sequentially. The programmer decides the number of

work-items to distribute the work-group workload. With GPUs, the workload

distribution between work-items is more important as the underlying resources
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are fixed. A low number of work-items may underutilise resources while a higher

number may cause resource contention, particularly for the registers’ set and

shared memory accesses. Similarly for tasks requiring synchronisation of work-

items, the whole pipeline needs to be emptied. On GPUs with fixed pipeline, a

higher number of work-items are stalled by the slowest work-item while on FP-

GAs flushing of bigger custom-designed pipeline for lower number of work-items

with more work per work-item may cause performance degradation due to large

initiation interval. An optimised balance is reached using DSE.

Intra-work-item: Within the sequential execution of a single work-item, there

are sub-modules of code such as loops, etc. Depending on the individual task and

the structure of code, a work-item may spend a significantly unequal percentage

of time on various sub-modules. Particularly for spatial mapping of source code

on FPGAs, some portions of the hardware may be inefficiently used in time if the

corresponding source code is sparsely executed.

To tackle this, this work performs statistical analysis on the intermediate

representation of OpenCL source code generated using the LLVM-based Clang

compiler. The Clang divides the assembly code of an input source code into

basic blocks. The Block Frequency pass of LLVM then provides the execution

frequency of each block. LLVM is also used by the Intel Compiler as the front-end

compiler and the output design reports provide the latency of each basic block.

Using both these parameters, the percentage of time spent on each block can be

estimated. The final step is to allocate resources accordingly to the block using

fine-grained parallelism such as the loop unrolling pragma.

The fixed pipeline of GPUs being used for all sub-blocks does not require
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this optimisation. However, GPUs benefit more from the spatial distribution of

work-items than pipelined execution of multiple work-items on FPGAs. With

spatial distribution, if certain sub-modules have conditional execution, this may

cause workload imbalance amongst various cores, called branch divergence. This

is avoided by restructuring the code to avoid conditional processing, particularly

based on work-items IDs, of compute intensive sub-modules.

Inter-work-group: Work-groups are executed on different CUs and can affect

performance in two ways. Firstly, particularly on GPUs, there should be enough

work-groups to be distributed on multiple CUs. Secondly, work-groups compete

for the global memory access which may not be coalesced. There should be

enough work-groups to make use of all the global memory channels while not too

many to cause a memory contention.

The workload balancing along with an efficient resource mapping can be op-

timised by employing an appropriate task programming and an effective DSE.

5.2.4 Design Space Exploration

Some of the above mentioned optimisations are targeted in a task-specific manner

in Section 5.3. Here, the general approach of the DSE adopted by this work is

presented.

The complete DSE can be quite exhaustive. The work initially prunes the

design space using the available resource constraints. On the FPGA, this makes

use of the resource utilisation estimate provided by the Intel OpenCL SDK and

discards the range that cannot be realistically mapped on the underlying device.

On the GPUs, this checks the maximum allowable work-group dimensions and
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provides an estimation of local memory usage using the number and type of

variables in a work-item.

The rest of the space is explored exhaustively in a manual fashion where the

tunable parameters are scaled from a minimum to maximum in a power of two.

This involves varying the OpenCL parameters such as number of work-items,

work-groups, etc. to achieve optimum run-time workload balancing. Programmer

expertise is used to discard the obvious values and reduce the exploration time.

Furthermore, the hardware scaling parameters on FPGA are passed as an ar-

gument to the compiler allowing it to scale the underlying hardware and maximise

the resource utilisation such as cores, local memory, etc. These parameters along

with the OpenCL parameters allow for balancing between fine- and coarse-grained

parallel architectures. The hardware DSE on FPGA also projects a variation of

throughput against allocated area/resources and provides a key motivation for

further work targeting optimisation of resource allocation per task as per the

workload size.

5.2.5 Reconfiguration Overhead - Throughput Trade-off

The DSE involving scaling of the hardware motivates further exploration of the

reconfiguration-throughput trade-off on FPGAs. The reconfiguration time for

custom designed hardware on FPGAs is directly proportional to the area and

resources being reconfigured. The DSE shows that this area is also directly pro-

portional to the throughput achieved. Thus the DSE provides design points that

can be explored to optimise the metric, throughput per unit reconfiguration time,

as per the workload size. The work evaluates the effectiveness of DSE via high-
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Table 5.3: Task-Specific Optimisations

SGEMM BOP FDTD

- Two layered tiling to
exploit data-locality
- Vectorisation
- Spatial mapping of
compute resources
- Workload tuning per
work-item (intermediate
values) and work-group
(output elements)

- Intermediate values stored on
on-chip memory
- Avoiding loop carried
dependencies
- Vectorisation
- Spatial and temporal mapping
of compute resources
- Workload tuning per work-item
(within each step) and
work-group (number of options)

- Spatial and
temporal
mapping of
compute and
memory
- Workload
tuning per
work-item
(number of
points)

level parameters to scale the underlying hardware and provides optimisation of

the execution time including reconfiguration overhead and throughput for the

considered workloads.

Next, these optimisations are considered in addition to the task-specific opti-

misations that are applicable to all platforms.

5.3 Task-Specific Optimisations

This section starts by applying the steps of optimisation methodology on the

SGEMM and then briefly explain the applied optimisations on the BOP as sum-

marised in Table 5.3.

5.3.1 Matrix-Matrix Multiply

A series of varying optimisations are implemented for the SGEMM kernel. Let

us consider the pseudo code for the kernel as:
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1 f o r ( i in range n)

2 f o r ( j in range m )

3 f o r ( k in range p)

4 acc += A( i , k ) ∗ B(k , j ) ;

5 C( i , j ) = acc ;

Then each kernel optimises the pseudo code as follows:

SGEMM 1: It is the basic implementation and distributes the first two outer

loops into parallel work-items such that each work-item computes one element

of C. There is plenty of parallelism but no explicit use of data locality. The

execution of this kernel gives an indication of the main memory access latency as

well as the efficiency in use of the cache.

SGEMM 2: It exploits on-chip, fast memory by loading smaller blocks of data

on local memory and maximally utilising it before being replaced by the new data

from the global memory. Equal size square blocks for all of A, B and C matrices

are used where the size of blocks can be varied. The block size represents the

work-group workload size.

SGEMM 3: It builds on SGEMM 2 to exploit the fastest memory and regis-

ters. Using the same local memory of the OpenCL model, the inner-most loop is

divided into sub-blocks, targeting the data-locality equal to the size of the regis-

ters. This also allows variation in workload per work-item by varying the size of

sub-block.
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SGEMM 4: it exploits the high bandwidth coalesced memory operations as

well as the parallel arithmetic operations, if supported by the hardware units.

This is achieved by processing vector of values using the vector data types of

OpenCL.

Design Space Exploration: SGEMM has a high tendency to gain from data

reuse in spatial proximity. Thus, the driving parameter for the DSE is the block

size where the block is processed by a single work-group. Block size is selected

to be the maximum that can be supported by the local memory. For SGEMM

3, the sub-block size is also altered to vary work-item workload. On the GPUs,

the supported block size is large enough such that the work-items have a high

core utilisation in time. On the FPGA, the work only focuses on the fine-grained

parallelism using the loop unrolling (of the inner most loop executing multiply-

accumulate) and SIMD pragmas that scale the underlying core usage. All of the

devices benefit from memory coalescing when consecutive work-items access data

from the consecutive memory locations.

5.3.2 Binomial Option Pricing

The BOP computation is not as inherently parallel as the SGEMM as the itera-

tions over the number of steps during the backward walk have loop dependences.

Within each step, there is anti-dependence due to each value being used in two

backward nodes calculation. The later can be removed by using two buffers which

also reduces the synchronisation to only at the end of each step. Parallelism can

also be achieved by pricing multiple options in a work-group, if there is enough

workload and sufficient resources.
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Targeting the defined methodology, the first basic implementation included

a definition of the kernel’s parallelism via work-groups and work-items. From

the top level, the number of options in a work-group can be varied with each

work-group running on an individual CU. To maximise the local memory usage,

a maximum number of options are selected such that all intermediate values are

stored on local memory.

Similarly, multiple work-items per option operate on different nodes at a single

time step in parallel. The number of work-items can be varied and scale core usage

on the GPUs. On the FPGA, the loop computing the new value for each node

in a step is unrolled to scale the core usage. The FPGA also allows a tuning of

balance between the loop unrolling and number of CUs with an aim of maximising

the underlying on-chip resource utilisation as well as finding the balance between

fine- and coarse-grained architectures.

Increasing the number of options per work-group or the number of work-items

per option put constraints on the local memory bandwidth as the work-items

share the local memory. The work-items also need to synchronise before moving

on to the next step in the backward walk due to true dependence; the penalty

for this varies with increasing the number of work-items on both platforms. In

addition, fewer work-items limit the parallelism available to maximise the com-

pute resource usage. The optimum point is achieved with DSE as explained in

Section 5.4.1. Vector processing is also evaluated.
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5.3.3 Finite Difference Time Domain

The FDTD uses vendor-optimised implementations. For the GPUs, it only re-

quires that the DSE is based on the number of work-items where each operates

on a set of points in the global space. On the FPGA, the implementation is a

single work-item kernel that processes a block of points in parallel in a sliding

window fashion. Scaling the number of points in the block scales the underly-

ing hardware mapping, including the cores and local memory, and the maximum

number is used as per the underlying device resource constraints.

5.4 Throughput Analysis

In this section, the achieved throughput computed via kernel processing time on

the 3 targeted accelerators using the defined optimisation methodology is anal-

ysed. The time is measured using profiling functions provided by OpenCL run-

time and averaged over 10 executions of the same kernel. Overall the executions

showed less than 0.5% variance.

5.4.1 Throughput Variations

SGEMM: Varying trends are observed for all devices for SGEMM versions 1-4

(Figure 5.3). For SGEMM 1, the FPGA performs the worst when compared to

the GPUs. This can be partially attributed to more mature GPU compilers and

the intrinsic similarities between the OpenCL compute model and GPU micro-

architecture, allowing them to scale out significant performance from the basic

definition of explicit parallelism. More importantly, although no local memory
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Figure 5.3: SGEMM throughput variations on devices for square matrices of size
2048

usage is defined for any of the devices, the cache in the GPUs is able to improve

the memory latency whilst the FPGA suffers due to the non-availability of cache.

The throughput for SGEMM 2 improves for all of the platforms. However,

the FPGA benefits the most from this optimisation due to the high levels of dis-

tributed memory in the FPGA and its explicit description compensating for the

lack of cache. For SGEMM 3, both the GPUs perform better than SGEMM 2 by

making use of the registers. For the FPGA, the performance degrades as is ex-

plained later. For SGEMM 4, only the Mali GPU is able to exploit vectorisation.

For the FPGA and NVIDIA GPU, the additional control instructions provide an

overhead and perform worse than SGEMM versions 2 and 3, respectively.

SGEMM - FPGA Analysis: The work takes a more detailed look at the

various SGEMM kernels mapping on hardware to better understand the varia-

tion of the throughput on the FPGA. Looking at Table 5.4, SGEMM 1 offers
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Table 5.4: SGEMM synthesis results on FPGA

Resource
SGEMM

1
SGEMM

2
SGEMM

3
SGEMM

4

Logic Elements
(%)

67764
(28.87%)

97198
(41.41%)

84758
(36.11%)

107008
(45.59%)

Flip Flops
(%)

212308
(22.61%)

285738
(30.43%)

24706
(26.31%)

36086
(38.43%)

BRAMs
(%)

1597
(62.38%)

1275
(49.80%)

859
(33.55%)

1553
(60.66%)

DSPs
(%)

100
(39.06%)

256
(100%)

256
(84.37%)

256
(100%)

Frequency (MHz) 210.7 236.23 201.93 179.14
Parallelism 32 256 192 256
GFLOPS 0.37 111.65 46.43 91.66

intra-work-item parallelism, defined by the loop unrolling, and a high operating

frequency. However, the actual throughput is lower than the expected due to the

global memory latency and non-availability of cache.

SGEMM 2 achieves the maximum parallelism and full utilisation of DSPs. Us-

ing only two nested loops results in a lower overhead and the highest synthesised

frequency. The theoretical performance after synthesis is about 120 GFLOPs (cal-

culated as frequency × parallel pipelines) as compared to actual 111 GFLOPs

which is due to the higher global memory latency.

SGEMM 3 is interesting since, unlike the GPUs, it degrades the throughput.

This is due to the lower frequency owing to the additional overhead of 3rd nested

loops over the sub-blocks. In the FPGA, the compiler should use registers for

3rd loop elements, however, the OpenCL memory architecture does not support

a different memory type for the registers and the Intel compiler is not able to do

it automatically. In addition, the structure of SGEMM 3 makes full utilisation

of the DSPs difficult, resulting in a 192-way parallelism only.
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Finally, an extra processing dimension in SGEMM 4 due to the two-way vec-

torisation of the elements in matrices A and B resulted in the lowest frequency.

This requires a loop to go over the width of vector with each iteration multiplying

a vector element from A with a sub-vector element (selected via switch statement)

of vector B. However, it offers improvement in the main memory latency owing

to vectorised coalesced accesses and achieves the same performance as predicted

after synthesis.

Surprisingly, the FPGA, NVIDIA and Mali GPUs perform the best for

SGEMM versions 2, 3 and 4 and show up to 298×, 4.4× and 13× improve-

ment over their worst implementation, respectively. The high variation on the

FPGA as compared to the GPUs supports the observation that OpenCL is inher-

ently designed for GPU-like architectures. Overall, the improvements highlight

the achievements of the platform-independent optimisation methodology.

BOP: As described earlier, after the parametrised implementation of the BOP

kernel, an effective DSE is critical to optimise the workload amongst the work-

items in a work-group. For all of the devices, the throughput followed a similar

trend and increased when the work-items were increased by power of two starting

at 4. Taking 2048 steps as an example, the best throughput for the NVIDIA GPU,

FPGA and Mali GPU was seen at 128, 128 and 64 work-items, respectively, as

shown in Figure 5.4. After that, it started decreasing again for a higher number

of work-items due to resource contention.

Vectorisation performed worse for the FPGA and NVIDIA GPU while for

the Mali GPU the 4-way vectorisation improved the throughput by more than

3×. Using more number of options per work-group reduced performance owing
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Figure 5.4: BOP throughput variation with number of work-items

to the increased global memory bandwidth contentions. Even if all the other

optimisations are ignored, the FPGA, NVIDIA and Mali GPUs showed 2.8×,

3.5× and 2× improvement over the worst case via the balancing of work-items.

5.4.2 Throughput Comparison

The absolute throughput for varying data sizes is shown in Figure 5.5. The

best throughput for each of the devices is chosen from the measurements using

OpenCL’s clGetEventProfilingInfo. As expected, the NVIDIA GPU performs the

best by up to 8×, 17× and 56× over the FPGA while the FPGA performs up to

56×, 5.5× and 16× better than the Mali GPU for the BOP, SGEMM and FDTD

respectively. The overall performance on all of the devices can be related to the

size of each device with the NVIDIA GPU chip being much larger than the other

two as described in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.5: Throughput comparison across devices.

5.4.3 Theoretical vs Achieved Throughput

The compiler efficiency can be estimated by analysing their ability to

achieve a high throughput when compared to the theoretical peak perfor-

mance on each platform. The theoretical peak throughput for the NVIDIA

GPU is 4612 GFLOPS computed as the number of cores × Frequency ×

2 (arithmetic pipelines per core) FLOPS. The 256 variable precision DSPs on

Stratix V device allow 256 floating point units using a configuration of 27x27

multipliers to enable single-precision mantissa multiplication, with 2 floating

point operations (FLOPs) per cycle. Although the DSPs operate at a higher

frequency, the eventual operating frequency depends on the custom circuit de-

sign. In a white paper published by Intel to gauge the floating point perfor-

mance using a compute intensive benchmark, a peak operating frequency of

300 MHz was achieved [125]. Hence, the peak throughput can be estimated

as 256 × 300 × 2 = 153.6 GFLOPS. For the Mali GPU, the peak is esti-

mated using cores × Frequency × 2 (arithmetic pipelines per core) × 4(way −

vectorisation) FLOPS as 19.2 GFLOPS.
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Figure 5.6: Normalised peak vs achieved throughput for various devices

For the SGEMM, the FLOPs are calculated as 2 × n3 where n is the size of

square matrices. For BOP, the total FLOPs are given by 3×n(n+1)/2, where n is

the number of steps. For FDTD, a radius of 4 is used for calculating the new field

values. A radius of 4 constitutes 25 points and thus 49 FLOPs per point. The

total number of FLOPs are then X×Y ×Z×49. The normalised peak throughput

for each use case is shown in Figure 5.6 against theoretical peak. It shows that for

the defined methodology, the FPGA performs the best and even though the GPU

is supposed to be the preferred candidate for OpenCL, the underlying compiler

fails to optimise the implementation and achieve the optimum performance.

The work also presents figures for the achieved performance using platform-

specific optimisations for SGEMM on each platform. For the FPGA and Mali

GPU, figures are projected estimates from implementations on similar devices

in [126] and [127], respectively, while the NVIDIA GPU figures are from execution

via the CuBLAS library [128]. The projections in Figure 5.7 show that the
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Figure 5.7: Platform-specific vs platform-independent throughput for various de-
vices

achieved throughput using a high-level language for the GPU is relatively far

lower to a platform-specific implementation when compared to the FPGA. This

allows the work to negate the hypothesis that FPGAs require expert knowledge in

order to optimise implementations. Instead, although GPUs are able to generate

more efficient designs initially from OpenCL source code, low-level optimisations

targeting the underlying architecture are needed to enhance GPU’s resource usage

and thus performance.

5.5 Energy Efficiency Analysis

To focus only on energy consumed in computing, the focus is laid on Pdyn, i.e. the

power utilised on top of static power during computation, using on-board sensors

and its variations are analysed for different tasks. However, for comparison of
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platforms, the results for Psys are also presented. The power is measured using

on-board power sensors for all platforms, averaged across total execution time,

and does not include the host power.

5.5.1 Energy Efficiency Variations

SGEMM: For all of the devices, the run-time power consumption has a direct

link with the resource utilisation and thus the throughput. However, although

the energy efficiencies of all the devices for SGEMM followed a similar pattern

to the throughput, they are not exactly proportional (Figure 5.8). For example,

SGEMM 4 outperforms version 3 for the NVIDIA GPU, 3 is better than 4 for the

FPGA while 2 is better than 3 for the Mali GPU, whereas it was vice versa for

throughput. In addition, although the FPGA has the best peak performance, the

NVIDIA GPU is better than the FPGA for SGEMM 1 and 3, thus highlighting

the importance of the platform-independent optimisations and DSE. Overall, the

optimisation methodology improves the energy efficiency of the FPGA, NVIDIA

and Mali GPUs by 24× (SGEMM 2), 5.8× (SGEMM 3) and 14× (SGEMM 4),

respectively, as compared to the worst performing points.

BOP: The achieved energy efficiency trend for 2048 steps (Figure 5.9) is differ-

ent when compared to the throughput, with a maxima of 64 and 256 work-items

for the NVIDIA and Mali GPUs, respectively. For the Mali GPU, the energy

efficiency improves linearly with increasing the number of work-items until the

maximum number is reached. The integrated SoC makes better use of the avail-

able resources such as memory hierarchy. Interestingly, the energy efficiency

curves cross over at multiple points for all of the platforms. Also varying maxima
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Figure 5.8: SGEMM energy efficiency variations for square matrices of size 2048
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Figure 5.9: BOP energy efficiency variation with number of work-items

from the throughput, the best energy efficiency for the NVIDIA and Mali GPUs

was reached at 64 and 256 work-items respectively. Overall, the methodology

improves energy efficiency of the FPGA, NVIDIA and Mali GPUs by up to 2.8×,

2.7× and 2.7×, respectively.
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Figure 5.10: Dynamic energy efficiency comparison across devices
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Figure 5.11: System energy efficiency comparison across devices

5.5.2 Energy Efficiency Comparison

As with the throughput analysis, the best energy efficiency points are chosen for

each device which may not have the best throughput. The energy efficiency is

presented against both the dynamic power and total system power consumption

in Figure 5.10 and 5.11, respectively. The graphs for the task-specific metrics are

self explanatory and characterise the accelerators based on the energy efficiency.

Both dynamic and system energy consumption follow similar trends for FPGA

and NVIDIA GPU. MALI GPU outperforms other two for system performance
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for BOP owing to a higher efficiency of SoC for a relatively complex task. For the

BOP, the FPGA performs worse than the NVIDIA GPU for the smaller problem

size but performs up to 1.02× better for the higher step sizes for dynamic power

consumption while for the SGEMM and FDTD, the FPGA and NVIDIA GPU

perform the best by up to 1.4× and 6×, respectively. The Mali GPU performs

the worst in all cases for dynamic power.
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Figure 5.12: Execution time variation with programming/reconfiguration method

5.6 Reconfiguration-Throughput Trade-off on

FPGAs

In addition to optimising the performance via maximising the resource utilisation,

the DSE via OpenCL also projects the area-throughput trade-off particularly on

FPGAs. The area utilisation is also directly related to the on-line reconfiguration
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overhead. This offers opportunities to further explore optimisation of the metric,

TRT , for varying workload sizes, using the benefits of OpenCL-based DSE on

the FPGA.

In addition to the AoC and custom full FPGA implementation used in Chap-

ter 4, the work now evaluates this by creating two more configurations per task

while varying the area allocation. The two configurations limit the tasks’ re-

source utilisation to 15% and 40% each, thus providing a distinct TRT . The net

execution time is then measured fusing Equation 4.3.
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Figure 5.13: Energy efficiency variation with programming/reconfiguration
method

For the new configurations, the reconfiguration time is calculated as ratio of

total reconfiguration time where ratio is defined by the resources used by the

task as compared to the total FPGA resources. Please note that these configu-

rations can further benefit from the high speed partial reconfiguration supported

by modern FPGA devices and provide a lower total execution time.
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The performance numbers for the execution time and energy consumed are

given in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13, respectively, for BOP and SpMV. The far

ends of the curve are still dominated by either Nanocores-based AoC or the full

FPGA configuration. However, in the middle of the curves, the new configurations

can provide better overall performance for some of the workload sizes. In total,

they can provide up to 2.4× and 2.5× better throughput and energy efficiency.

This is also while using lesser number of resources (maximum 40%).

5.7 Conclusion

This work aims to measure the effectiveness and performance portability of

OpenCL on the FPGAs when compared to the GPUs without requiring platform-

specific optimisation. To achieve this, it formulates a set of micro-architectural

optimisations abstracted via the OpenCL computing model. This is comple-

mented by a generic DSE targeting maximisation of the underlying resource util-

isation both while mapping parallel workload in area as well as workload bal-

ancing in time. This high-level platform-independent approach implemented on

three HPC tasks helps to pursue a fair evaluation and comparison of energy effi-

ciency and throughput of the underlying heterogeneous accelerators. The results

show that although the GPU outperforms the FPGA in terms of throughput,

owing to its larger chip size amongst the considered devices, the FPGA is able

to achieve better energy efficiency for some of the tested cases whilst not requir-

ing traditional hardware design expertise. On the other hand, the GPU requires

more platform-specific optimisations to achieve high performance relative to the-

oretical peak. Finally, the DSE via OpenCL allows variation of the allocation of
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resources per task on the FPGA and project an improvement in overall execution

time via resource allocation as per the workload size. The experience achieved

via DSE as well as the gains made motivated the use of the same for multi-task

resource management in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Optimisation of System

Throughput for Multi-Task

Processing

OpenCL has the ability to generate effective task-specific hardware designs on

FPGAs from a high-level language. The work in Chapter 5 has also provided

a brief preview of the possible gains via workload-specific area allocation. In

a data centre environment, there is a high heterogeneity in the tasks’ spatial

(i.e. memory, compute, logic, bandwidth) as well as temporal (workload size)

resource requirements [108] [109]. Under such a scenario and with the large sizes

of modern FPGA devices, there is a possibility of multi-task sharing of the FPGA

area as well as a challenge to optimise this sharing of resources. Although the

high-level programming frameworks provide efficient task mapping, they do not

readily support spatial and temporal optimization of multi-tasks.

For spatial sharing of resources between multiple tasks, frameworks based on
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PRR [58] [105] [100] [101] support static partitioning of the FPGA area into fixed

rectangular regions. PRR requires low level hardware design expertise for the

mapping and configuration of resources. In addition, PRRs are designed to be

largely homogeneous to fit a range of off-line mapped tasks on modern spatially

diverse and unsymmetrical tiled-based FPGAs. This offers benefits for recon-

figuration of modules for different stages of a single task or functionally similar

tasks [129] [130] [131]. However, the mapping of heterogeneous and independent

HPC tasks with complex custom designed hardware and I/O on PRR typically

results in a lower compute density, namely underutilization of FPGA resources

by up to 40% [105] and thus a lower throughput.

This can be addressed by extending the custom partitioning and task-specific

resources mapping capabilities of FPGAs from a high-level language to area

shared tasks. Although static custom mapping has always been supported by

the tools, to the author’s knowledge its application to area shared tasks with

variable workload sizes and execution time has not been explored before. In ad-

dition, the tasks in statically generated bitstream may be stalled by the longest

running task.

In this chapter, the work attempts to analyse and overcome the above chal-

lenges with an aim to optimise system throughput for dynamic workloads. To

achieve this, the work first performs DSE of tasks, using the high-level synthe-

sis capabilities of OpenCL and dynamic profiling, to generate area-throughput

curves. The DSE provides an extensive environment for further investigation and

optimisation. The work then develops a comprehensive runtime evaluation tool

to enable insights on the effects of PRR constraints and other system design pa-

rameters on compute density when mapping heterogeneous tasks, as well as early
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stage comparative exploration of the static mapping of tasks.

Based on the insights acquired, the work goes on to develop a framework

for heterogeneous task-specific resource allocation, taking into consideration the

spatial and temporal sharing constraints. This is achieved by applying the DSE

to build a machine learning based characterisation of on- and off-chip resource

utilisation and weighted contribution regarding the throughput for each task.

This characterisation is used to divide all of the tasks into clusters, such that tasks

in a cluster are meant to co-execute whilst sharing the FPGA area. The clustering

is defined using a benefit-based approach such that a task which can profit the

most from a certain type of resource is clustered with a task that profits the least.

The tasks in a cluster are then custom mapped to a statically partitioned FPGA

to generate an integrated bitstream with a high spatial compute density.

Furthermore, to tackle stalling by the longest running task when using the

statically generated cluster bitstream, the framework generates a set of bitstreams

per cluster, while trading off resource allocation (and throughput) between tasks

in the cluster. Each bitstream in a set may provide a different point on area-

throughput curve of tasks in a cluster permitting variation in the execution time

to process a workload. These sets of bitstreams are then off-line profiled for

throughput using metrics defined per corresponding workload for each task in

the cluster. This is then used by a preemptive scheduling runtime to select the

optimum bitstream, as per the individual workload sizes, that minimises the

stalling by the longest running task. This provides a high compute density in

time. The combination of both spatial and temporal optimisation techniques

yields a higher system throughput as compared to previous approaches.

The contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
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• A comprehensive runtime evaluation tool that enables comparative analy-

sis of various partitioning schemes. It allows a fast and flexible early stage

design analysis of the PRR and static partitioning and mapping (SPM)

while varying system parameters. The tool incorporates various PRR opti-

misations as well as projections for unconventional system designs to enable

extensive exploration.

• An innovative framework that employs dynamic profiling based DSE to

accomplish a machine learning based characterisation and clustering of het-

erogeneous tasks. The clusters are based on an optimum combination of

tasks, such that they complement the heterogeneous resource requirements

of each other, for area sharing on the FPGA.

• Static mapping of tasks to achieve a higher spatial compute density as

compared to the PRR. This is integrated with the static multi-task DSE and

runtime preemptive scheduling to reduce stalls by the longest running task

when using statically generated bitstreams, resulting in a higher compute

density in time.

• Validation of the approach using various HPC examples exhibiting varying

memory/ratios, including graph analysis, linear algebra, media streaming

and data mining - all implemented on the Nallatech 385 platform. Evalua-

tion using the System Throughput (STP) metric, defined specifically for

multi-task workloads processing relative to single task processing [132],

showing on average an improvement of 2.8× and 2.3× for the throughput

and energy efficiency, respectively, compared to the PRR.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.1 discusses motivation of work
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while section 6.2 briefly summarises the optimisation objectives and the distinct

characteristics of proposed design flow and runtime. Section 6.3 describes the pro-

posed framework while Section 6.4 explains the evaluation environment. Finally,

Section 6.5 analyses results before the work is concluded in Section 6.6.

6.1 Motivation

The work looks to target the challenges of using the FPGA as a dynamic resource

capable of executing range of HPC tasks efficiently in an area shared fashion.

The conventional approach of area sharing on FPGAs is via PRR. However,

various constraints put by the PRR may result in suboptimal resource utilisation,

as discussed in Section 2.5.1. The concept is further explained in Figure 6.1.

The marked boundaries in the figure represent the total available area and area

distribution for homogenous or heterogeneous PRRs after the consideration of

the static resources and clock regions. In this case, the PRR area is limited to 80

rows of resources compared to a total 128 rows of the FPGA along the vertical

axis, with further limitations on the horizontal axis.

Furthermore, the largely homogeneous PRRs may not be able to efficiently

utilise all of the available resources due to heterogeneity in tasks being mapped.

This work implemented 11 real HPC tasks including BOP, FDTD, SpMV, breadth

first search (BFS), alternative least square (ALS), lower upper decomposition

(LUD), matrix-matrix multiply (MM), video downscaling (VD), k-nearest neigh-

bour search (NN), Page Rank (PR) and Needleman-Wunsch (NW) on the Nal-

latech 385 board. The study of the heterogeneity of tasks in Figure 6.2 shows a

large variation in utilisation of the different types of resources for an optimised
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Figure 6.1: FPGA partitioning for PRR

implementation and significant deviation from the average. The utilisation is

normalised for the maximum available resources. Overall, the standard deviation

for the on-chip heterogeneous resources i.e. logic cells, DSP blocks, BRAM blocks

and off-chip bandwidth utilisation is found to be 21%, 26%, 33% and 23% respec-

tively. This suggests a need to consider the task heterogeneity while designing

FPGA-based systems to optimise system throughput.

6.2 Problem Statement

This work considers a data centre environment or cloud environment where vari-

able task processing requests are received by the system manager at regular inter-
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Figure 6.2: Normalised resource utilisation by heterogeneous tasks. Error bars
show deviation from average

vals. Each request, even if it is of the same task type, is treated as independent,

both to provide a diverse set of jobs for evaluation as well as to maintain order

of requests. The workload sizes may vary both for similar and different types of

tasks, requiring variable execution time.

The optimisation objective is to maximise system throughput, such that the

total execution time to process jobs is minimised. To achieve that, a window

of jobs is processed in batch such that the system may reorder jobs within a

batch. The reordering may be targetted for intelligent co-scheduling of tasks to

share FPGA area to optimise resource utilisation and thus throughput. However,

the batch size may be kept small so that the scope of reordering is minimised.

Furthermore, the order of jobs is the second priority optimising objective. A

comparison may be made with other approaches for the absolute wall clock time

at which execution of each task is completed to evaluate the effect of prioritising

throughput over order of tasks. Tasks requiring strict deadlines and arriving at
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Figure 6.3: PRR and SPM design flow and runtime

random interval may be offloaded to single FPGA without sharing.

Using the above mentioned run-time scenario, the key differences in the off-

line and on-line processing for SPM and PRR are shown in Figure 6.3. In their

basic forms, the previous approaches using PRR treat the incoming task requests

as well as bitstream generation independently for each task. The system man-

ager manages the incoming task queue via a virtualisation layer that abstracts

the underlying hardware implementation from the user space. For each task re-

quest, the virtualisation layer manages I/O and also communicates with resource

manager. The resource manager in PRR based systems manages multiple regions

and loads the required bitstream onto each for execution.

The proposed approach using SPM modifies the system stack at various levels.

At the hardware level, the approach proposes resource optimisation techniques

that are custom designed for the spatial mapping of heterogeneous resources on

FPGAs. The work identifies the key FPGA resources of logic, BRAM, DSPs

and off-chip bandwidth that affect performance and looks to optimise usage of

each by task characterisation and clustering to generate multi-task bitstreams off-
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line. These multi-task bitstreams support multi-task execution, however, instead

of each task going into a predefined partial region, the multi-task bitstream is

loaded onto FPGA as a whole. At the higher level, the task queue is processed

in batches, such that tasks in a batch may be reordered and processed in clusters

to gain from higher throughput of SPM. A lightweight scheduler, which runs

at the same level as virtualisation layer, links task processing requests with the

corresponding optimum bitstream using pre-emptive scheduling techniques. It is

supported by off-line accomplished multi-task DSE that enables run-time resource

management to vary allocation per task, as per the individual workloads.

6.3 Methodology

This section first describes the DSE that forms the basis of further investigation.

It then explains the runtime evaluation tool for a fast and flexible early stage

multi-task DSE and the proposed framework for a higher system throughput

based on intelligent clustering of tasks.

6.3.1 Design Space Exploration

Provided with a task set, the DSE generates multiple hardware bitstreams per

task that provide a speedup corresponding to the resources and resulting area-

throughput curves (Figure 6.4). To achieve this, the OpenCL parameters along

with general high-level synthesis parameters are used to scale the underlying hard-

ware. A task’s kernel can be scaled over multiple CU where multiple pipelines

can be defined via the SIMD pragma while the key compute intensive loops can

be unrolled via an U pragma.
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For some of the tasks, task-specific parameters such as the block size or the

number of rows are used, where these define parallel processing of the defined

parameter size. For tasks where only a part of the code is unrolled, dynamic

profiling based on an always active counter is used to profile and identify the

compute intensive segments of the kernels. The counter module is written in

VHDL and is passed to the OpenCL kernel as a software library via an Intel

OpenCL Library feature. This is complemented by a manual exploration to find

the parameters that provide the highest throughput variation per unit area. The

intermediate source files generated via the OpenCL front-end are then further

processed using the vendor place and route tools for customised mapping.

6.3.2 Runtime Evaluation

The work implements a comprehensive runtime evaluation tool for comparative

analysis of partitioning schemes. The tool allows multi-task runtime functional

emulation against a variation in the system design parameters and provides anal-

ysis for cases not supported by current hardware system implementation. It

can also be used for multi-task DSE using the single task profiling and may be

combined with analytical models, that estimate single task throughput and area

utilisation [98], to significantly speed up the off-line modelling. The various com-

ponents of evaluation tool are shown in Figure 6.5 and explained below.
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Placement Checks For the PRR, the 2D area model treats mapping as a

rectangle fitting problem and tries to find a region homogeneous in both size and

spatial distribution of resources to map each incoming task [133]. For the SPM,

a multi-dimensional model accommodating a dimension each for heterogeneous

(Logic, BRAM, DSP) on-chip resources is implemented. The system mapping

optimizations try to accommodate as many tasks as possible while keeping the

total utilisation of all resources under the available limit. For the PRR, each

task’s configuration is treated independently while for the SPM, a configuration

waits for the longest running task and then selects a new multi-task configuration.

The tool also implements various PRR optimizations presented in earlier stud-

ies and which are important to fairly compare the PRR with SPM. The optimiza-

tions are mainly targeted at avoiding segmentation, causing vacant regions on the

FPGA, by varying the sizes of used bitstreams. Basic PRR mapping generates

homogeneous regions as well as a single bitstream for each task corresponding

to that region. Among the optimizations, the first one is called Elastic resource

allocation which looks at the adjacent PRR regions. If they are free, the approach

attempts to fit a larger bitstreams of the same task in this combined region, thus

replacing the current task bitstream with a larger one to gain a speedup [105].
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Another way to increase mapping flexibility is to partition the FPGA into het-

erogeneous PRRs which offer different number of resources [107] [134]. The tasks

are then custom designed for one of the PRRs. Heterogeneous PRRs can be de-

fined by including a different ratio of each heterogeneous resource type. However,

in the current scenario, the device size is not big enough to benefit from such an

approach, so heterogeneous PRRs are defined by varying the number of each type

of resources while their relative ratios remain the same (Figure 6.1). The work

defines the areas on top of the homogeneous regions which means it can either

be configured as homogeneous or heterogeneous, allowing flexibility in mapping

options from the generated design space. Another optimization, Contract that is

made possible by the heterogeneous PRRs is using a smaller bitstream for tasks

when none of the original bitstream can be accommodated by a region [107].

Finally, two approaches not currently supported by underlying hardware are

also considered. The first one uses a continuous y-axis for bitstream relocation,

i.e. the performance gains that can be made if the bitstream relocation step

size is reduced to a single row by a future technology support. At present, this

can be achieved by generating multiple bitstreams, equal to the number of rows

within each clock region, by varying the starting y-coordinates for each unique

bitstream. The second approach targets an FPGA that is double the size of the

current FPGA with the same bitstream set.

System DSE / Resource Management Various heuristics can be imple-

mented to allocate resources and schedule a task. Currently implemented config-

uration supports first-in-first-out and a greedy approach to allocate the largest

task first. Similarly, using the DSE, the resource allocation per task can be varied
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to meet any processing deadlines. The multiple binaries per task also provide an

empirical relationship of resources and actual throughput. The tool uses these

relative speedups with resources to analyze variation in the system throughput

against the more fine-grained (step size much smaller than typical PRR sizes)

resource allocation per task as compared to the existing 2D based models. This

allows a quantitative measure of the actual speedup variation by tuning of the

resource management.

Configurations: The bitstreams parameters such as the bounding boxes and

heterogeneous resources usage from DSE is passed to the evaluation tool. It also

allows the user to specify deviation in execution times of tasks to be processed,

which particularly affects performance for the SPM. A uniform distribution is

used for random task generation and the input parameter varies the range of

distribution for the execution time.

Constraints - PRR and SPM: In PRR, the regions are statically defined

and the coordinates are provided as an input file. This may include homogeneous

or heterogeneous PRRs. In SPM, tasks are statically mapped to the FPGA

by treating it as a sea of gates. The total number of available heterogeneous

resources and a realistic percentage of the maximum utilisation is provided as

input. To study the effect of various PRR constraints, the available area for the

task mapping as well as bitstream relocation steps can be varied.
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6.3.3 Proposed Framework

The proposed framework optimises system throughput by achieving a higher util-

isation of the FPGA resources. This is achieved by maximising the number of

resources mapped for computation in space as well as their continuous temporal

usage. For spatial and temporal optimisations, the framework can be broadly

divided into off- and on-line models. Although the framework targets both the

models to achieve maximum performance, they target varying approaches and

can be used independent of each other as well.

The Characterisation and Clustering module in the off-line (Figure 6.6) model

uses the DSE along with machine learning based regression models to evaluate

the relationship between each on- and off-chip heterogeneous resource and the

throughput on FPGA. This characterisation is used to divide all tasks into smaller

clusters, such that the tasks in a cluster are meant to share the FPGA area at a

single instance of time while maximising the overall resource usage.

The clusters are statically mapped in the Integrated Bitstreams Generation

module, using the OpenCL front-end and placement scripts, to achieve a high

spatial compute density on the FPGA. Furthermore, to reduce stalling by the

longest running task in the statically generated cluster bitstream, the module

generates a set of bitstreams per cluster using a multi-task DSE. This trades off

resource allocation (and throughput) between the tasks in the cluster, permitting

variation in the execution time, Texec, of each task to process their respective

workloads. These sets of bitstreams are then off-line profiled by the Hardware

Profiling module for throughput using metrics defined per corresponding workload

for each task in the cluster.
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For an incoming heterogeneous task queue with variable workload sizes, a

lightweight run-time scheduler in the on-line model (Figure 6.7) uses off-line pro-

filing of various bitstreams and preemptive scheduling to select the best bitstream

and corresponding execution order of tasks that minimises the stalls by longest

running task. Meanwhile, checkpoints allow for re-evaluation of the scheduling

decisions. Eventually, the framework builds on a static off-line model to achieve

higher spatial and temporal compute density and thus a higher STP.

Off-line Model

Various modules of off-line model are explained below.
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Characterisation and Clustering Along with clustering, the work looks to

enable informed run-time decisions on heterogeneous resource allocation per task

which requires characterisation of the DSE of each task rather than any single

bitstream. Hence, the work performs regression modelling to project the weighted

contribution of each type of resource towards throughput. This allows a benefit-

based approach where a task which profits the most from a higher allocation of

a certain resource type is clustered with a task which profits the least. Four

different resources, including on-chip BRAM, DSPs, logic and off-chip bandwidth

are considered.

Amongst low complexity linear regression models, Ordinary Least Squares

is one of the more commonly used but is highly sensitive to random errors in

cases where there is a correlation in the variables. This is the case here as a

change in one resource e.g. DSP, produces variation in another e.g. BRAM.

Thus, the Ridge Regression is adopted. The normalised values of on- and off-chip

heterogeneous resources against maximum available for all bitstreams per task

form the independent variables for regression, while the achieved throughput,

measured on the actual hardware for each bitstream and normalised to maximum

achievable for each task, becomes the dependent variable.

Regression provides the significance scores of each type of resource for each

task to scale the throughput. These, in addition to the normalised bandwidth

utilisation for each task’s largest bitstream, are then used to cluster tasks for area

sharing at a single time. Only the bandwidth is used, as unlike other on-chip

resources, it may become bottlenecked early in the DSE for extremely memory

intensive tasks and in the Ridge Regression model, this consistent bandwidth

usage may hide the fact that task has a high bandwidth dependence. In order
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to define the clusters, each task is first represented in a multi-dimensional space

where each dimension either represents a regression score of a type of resource or

the normalised bandwidth.

The framework then uses a custom designed optimisation function that uses a

set number of iterations to find the best solution. Each iteration randomly selects

the first task in the cluster for each new cluster and then searches for other tasks

such that all tasks in the cluster have maximum distance, and thus heterogeneity

between themselves in the multi-dimensional space. The number of tasks in a

cluster are defined manually by the system designer based on the size of device.

The sum of mutual distances between tasks is used as a score of the cluster while

sum of all cluster scores defines iteration’s score. The iteration with highest score

is chosen as the solution.

Integrated Bitstreams Generation A PRR system is limited to homoge-

neous reconfigurable regions because of the run-time bitstream relocation re-

quirements, thus limiting the optimisation via clustering to only off-chip memory

bandwidth. To maximise the on-chip resource utilisation, the work makes use

of static partitioning of FPGA resources and mapping of heterogeneous tasks to

generate a single multi-task bitstream off-line.

SPM uses the DSE and clustering to provide an optimised mapping such that

tasks are only allocated resources as per their specific heterogeneous requirements

rather than a homogenous and fixed size rectangular region. This is achieved by

using the OpenCL front-end to create HDL modules. Scripts are then used to

map task modules to the corresponding PRR while for SPM, the area constraints

are set to available area for task logic, as described in Figure 6.1, and an integrated
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bitstream is generated using the place and route tools. In this work, no custom

mapping optimisations per task are implemented for SPM on top of those inher-

ently provided by the vendor place and route tools for multiple modules. Both

the PRR and SPM modules can be partially reconfigured independently of the

static logic.

Although SPM allows for higher spatial compute density, all tasks in a cluster

are reconfigured as a single integrated bitstream. This means that the longest

running task stalls the other tasks and the utilisation of resources by the tasks

that finish early is suboptimal. To counter that, a set of multiple bitstreams per

cluster are generated by varying the on-chip resource allocation to each task. This

makes use of the earlier DSE and manually varies the same high-level parameters

for each task in the cluster, while maximising the overall resource utilisation. The

clustering helps to avoid contention for the same type of resource and each task

is allowed allocation of the heterogeneous resource it requires. This multi-task

DSE results in multiple area-throughput curves where throughput for the tasks

are traded against each other. Each curve in the set may represent a different

point on each task’s area-throughput curve providing a varying Texec value for

the same workload.

Hardware Profiling All bitstreams are then profiled while executing all tasks

in the cluster. This permits calculation of the real throughput using workload-

specific metrics, as described in Table 6.1, for each task in the cluster and all

bitstreams per cluster. The workload-specific metrics encompass all of the com-

pute, memory and control instructions to give a real measure of performance.
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On-line Model

The on-line model makes use of an off-line profiling of tasks, to estimate the Texec

value of variable workloads using any bitstream from the set as summarised in

Algorithm 2, which provides pseudo-code for the on-line selection of optimum

bitstream. For each unscheduled task, nextTask, in the task queue, the algo-

rithm first checks if the other tasks in the same cluster as nextTask also need

to be scheduled. If not, the algorithm uses a single task bitstream for nextTask.

Otherwise, it iterates through multiple bitstreams for that cluster to find the bit-

stream that minimises the difference of Texec for the tasks in the cluster for their

respective workload sizes. The optimum bitstream and corresponding tasks are

put in scheduling order. The estimate Ti value provides the estimated Texec for

the ith bitstream for task in the brackets. Max value on line 10 equals the sum

of execution times for single task bitstreams for all tasks.

Please note that this preemptive estimation looks to select the optimum bit-

stream such that the estimated difference in Texec for all of the workloads in a

cluster is the least amongst all bitstreams in the set and does not need cycle ac-

curate estimation. Even with allowable difference in the Texec of tasks, a higher

compute density is possible via the intelligent clustering and SPM allowing us to

achieve a higher STP, as long as the longest running task has the highest resource

allocation in the cluster; thus the lower number of resources are not optimally

used in time.

On top of this, the framework makes use of lightweight scheduling decisions to

re-evaluate the bitstream selection at discrete points in time, called checkpoints.

Although checkpoints can be implemented at a finer granularity supported by
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Algorithm 2: Runtime to generate scheduling order, SO, and associated
bitstreams, B, for dynamic task queue, TQ

1 while TQ is not empty do
2 nextTask ← TQ[nextUnfinishedTask];
3 cluster ← taskClusters[nextTask] ;
4 otherTaskInCluster ← cluster - nextTask ;
5 if otherTaskInCluster not in TQ(unfinished) then
6 B[nextTask] ← singleBitstream[nextTask];
7 SO[nextTask] ← nextTask

8 end
9 else

10 ∆Texec ← max value ;
11 for i in range(bitstreamsSet[cluster]) do
12 temp ∆Texec ← estimate Ti(nextTask) -

estimate Ti(otherTasksInCluster) ;
13 if ∆Texec > temp∆Texec) then
14 ∆Texec ← temp∆Texec ;
15 B[nextTask] ← bitstreams[i] ;
16 SO[nextTask] ← nextTask + otherTasksInCluster;

17 end

18 end

19 end

20 end

OpenCL, such as at work-group level [105], the reconfiguration overhead on FP-

GAs, in addition to the host-accelerator communication overhead, may offset the

acceleration cost. Instead, checkpoints are implemented at block level where a

block is an independent part of a whole workload that is batch processed i.e the

computation is off-loaded from a host to a FPGA and outputs are written back

to the host in batch. A block may be workload specific and is generated via

workload distribution at a higher software level. All OpenCL workloads need to

be processed as a set of blocks, iterated over the complete workload, due to a

limited DRAM availability on-board.
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Considering the run-time workload, the framework first uses a preemptive

estimation of Texec at the respective block size and the number of blocks in order

to provide total Texec of the workload. However, at the checkpoints after each

block execution, the bitstream selection and scheduling decisions are re-evaluated,

allowing for variation in the resource allocation per task. The scheduler evaluates

the following equation to decide on when to switch the bitstream:

New Texec = Tr(n) +
WS(r)

TH(n)
(6.1)

where Tr(n) and TH(n) are the reconfiguration time and throughput of the new

bitstream, respectively, while WS(r) is the remaining workload. The scheduler

compares the New Texec with the current configuration and chooses the improved

one.

6.4 Test Environment

In this section, the test environment used to provide a comprehensive evaluation

of the proposed approach is described.

6.4.1 Use Cases

The evaluation considers 11 HPC tasks belonging to various computing dwarfs

[137] and application domains. The tasks have been chosen from various cloud

and HPC benchmarks targeting accelerated computing in data centre environ-

ments [138] [139]. They represent a wide range of heterogeneous computing char-

acteristics. Here, the high-level parameters used for each task for DSE are briefly
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Table 6.1: Tasks characteristics. Where unspecified, step size is 2×.
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explained, without going into algorithmic details as further explanation is given

in relevant quoted references. It also mentions the key characteristics identified

after profiling, that highlight the need for task characterisation on actual hard-

ware and to verify the selection of tasks for comprehensive evaluation. The DSE

along with workload-specific data metrics used for each task in the throughput

calculation, are summarised in Table 6.1.

a) Alternative Least Squares based Collaborative Filtering is a verified ap-

proach based on the aggregated behaviour of large number of users to develop

recommender systems for commercial domains such as Netflix [140]. The DSE on

ALS is performed using the number of CUs for the kernel as well as loop unrolling

of error calculation in recommendation estimation after each iteration. ALS is a

severely memory bound problem and throughput increases little with area.

b) Page Rank is a graph analysis algorithm used for link analysis of web

pages, social networks, etc [141]. The bitstream scaling is performed by exploring

variation in both the number of CUs and loop unrolling in order to calculate a

new rank for each page. PR is considered to be a memory intensive kernel,

however, for the current implementation, the performance bottleneck is found to

be inefficient implementation of pipelining by synthesis tools. This results in both

a low bandwidth utilisation as well as less than average increase in throughput

with area.

c) Binomial Option Pricing’s implementation [142] stores all intermediate val-

ues on BRAM, BOP becomes a highly compute and on-chip memory bound prob-

lem. The DSE involves allocating more CUs and the unrolling of loop transversing

the binomial tree.

d) Lower Upper Decomposition is an important dense linear algebra used
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for solving systems of linear equations with reduced complexity [138]. Area-

throughput curve are generated by varying number of CUs and loop unrolling

of the compute intensive loops in decomposition. LUD requires both a higher

computing power and bandwidth. The number of FLOPs calculated as 2n3

3
,

where n is the dimension of square matrix, is used to define throughput.

e) Breadth First Search is one of the most challenging and important graph

traversal algorithm which forms the basis of many graph-processing workloads

[138]. The hardware for BFS is scaled by unrolling the loop that transverses

edges of a single node. The used implementation for BFS makes use of on-chip

memory to reduce dependency on off-chip bandwidth.

f) 3 Dimensional Finite Difference Time Domain’s implementation [143] uses

a window to slide through the space with all points in the window being processed

in parallel. The number of points in a window are used to scale underlying

hardware. FDTD has high dependency on both on-chip and off-chip resources.

g) Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication’s [116] underlying hardware is scaled

by unrolling the loop that calculates the sum for each row. SpMV is found to be

both dependent on on-chip memory and logic as well as external bandwidth.

h) Matrix-Matrix Multiply’s implementation uses the SIMD pragma as well

as unrolling of loop calculating dotproduct to scale the hardware utilisation. Al-

though MM is a compute intensive kernel, even with the use of on-chip memory

using blocking, it requires significant bandwidth to feed highly parallel computing

pipelines. The number of FLOPs for throughput estimation is calculated as 2n3,

where n is the dimension of square matrix.

i) Video Downscaling is used by a range of media streaming services for real-

time bandwidth reductions [135] [136]. The variation in number of rows of pixels,
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being processed in parallel using channels, allows scaling of the resource utilisation

and throughput. Interestingly, its bandwidth utilisation decreased with increasing

on-chip resources.

j) Needleman-Wunsch is a bioinformatics optimisation algorithm used for pro-

tein sequence alignment [138]. NW’s implementation scales the underlying hard-

ware by varying the size of strings that it uses to divide the bigger problem and

process in parallel on FPGA. Like FDTD, NW has both a higher bandwidth and

on-chip resources needs.

k) K-Nearest Neighbor is an important fundamental problem in several do-

mains such as computer graphics, data mining, etc [138]. Although it is a

compute-intensive algorithm due to operation complexity of distance calculation,

it allows for perfectly pipelined implementation that has high bandwidth require-

ments. The on-chip resource scaling is achieved by loop unrolling to calculate the

distance to other points.

6.4.2 FPGA and Host Platform

The high-level DSE is performed via the Intel OpenCL SDK for FPGAs v16.1

while constrained placement is achieved using Quartus Prime v16.1. The hard-

ware profiling is performed on the Nallatech 385 board. The power is measured

using on-board power sensors accessible via the memory-mapped device layer

whilst the bandwidth is measured using the Intel FPGA Dynamic Profiler for

OpenCL GUI.

OpenCL runtime and independent command queues are used for each task,

allowing parallel execution. Within a single command queue, non-blocking calls
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are issued for memory transfers as well as to multiple kernels of a single task, if

needed. The runtime is executed on host comprising of an Intel Xeon E5530 chip

running at 2.4 GHz.

6.4.3 System Throughput Metric

Assessing the system performance of a multi-task workload running in parallel

on a single processing unit is challenging, as the absolute measure of individual

tasks’ throughput does not provide an indication of system performance. This is

because the contribution to absolute processing time and average speedup may

be influenced more by the tasks with larger workload sizes. Uniform metrics such

as FLOPS etc. may not provide a meaningful measure for all of the tasks being

evaluated.

This work uses two different metrics for simulated and hardware results in

order to allow a realistic and comprehensive assessment to be made. Firstly,

the simulation of large task queues provides the potential to estimate an average

speedup, measured as the variation in execution time of the complete queue.

To evaluate the compute density provided by various approaches in a multi-task

environment, the STP metric [132] used is defined by:

STP =
n∑

i=1

NPi =
n∑

i=1

CSP
i

CMP
i

(6.2)

where NP is each task’s normalised progress defined by the number of clock

cycles it takes in single task mode, CSP
i , when the task has all of the resources of

the FPGA available as compared to multi-task mode, CMP
i , when it shares the

space with other tasks. Here, n defines the number of tasks sharing the FPGA.
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The metric encompasses various system design parameters such as throughput

variation with resource allocation per task, compute density variation against re-

source utilisation and system performance (including STP/Watt for energy effi-

ciency) for various area partitioning schemes. It then effectively provides through-

put relative to a baseline of single task processing per FPGA, which has STP value

of 1.

6.5 Results And Analysis

This section first describes the scope of DSE and simulated results before

analysing clustering and run-time performance variation with design parameters.

6.5.1 Design Space Exploration

The DSE, as summarised in Table 6.1 provides real area numbers as well as

variation in throughput against resource utilisation for fair evaluation and com-

parison of spatial mapping and partitioning schemes. To measure speedup, the

baseline Texec, corresponding to the lowest area bitstream, is defined by the serial

pipelined benchmark implementation of the task. The maximum throughput is

defined by the largest bitstream, limited by FPGA resources. The work has gen-

erated 4− 9 bitstreams per task where each bitstream represents a point on the

area-throughput curve and the maximum speedup ranges from 2× to 204× for

tasks being considered. Tasks with higher speedup per unit resource suffer more

from suboptimal resource utilisation.
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6.5.2 PRR vs SPM

This section provides a comprehensive comparison of both partitioning ap-

proaches. Firstly, the evaluation tool provides the projected run-time gains and

insights into system parameters affecting throughput. The findings motivated

and influenced the design of the implemented framework. The hardware imple-

mentation of a few clusters is then analysed with the aim of setting a baseline for

further optimisations based on the intelligent clustering.

Runtime Evaluation

Next the work discusses the insights provided by the flexible runtime evaluation

for various mapping strategies and computing scenarios.

Firstly, the speedup achieved by various improvements on the PRR mapping

are analysed. The work uses three different mapping strategies, namely the con-

tinuous y-axis, heterogeneous PRRs and homogeneous PRRs and their respective

bitstreams. In total, there are 80 rows of the FPGA that can be configured as

a single region (PRR-1) or a set of two homogeneous regions of 40 rows each

(PRR-2). Two more heterogeneous PRRs, namely 30 (PRR-3) and 50 (PRR-4)

rows, are defined based on the sizes of generated bitstreams. Note that either the

homogeneous or heterogeneous PRRs can be used at a single instance of time.

Furthermore, this is a study of resource utilization efficiency of various mapping

approaches and does not consider data transfers from host memory to DRAM

memory on the FPGA board or from DRAM to FPGA on-chip memory. This is

discussed in more detail in the actual multi-task hardware implementation.

The run-time scheduler performs Elastic and Contract optimizations. The
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Figure 6.8: Speedup achieved by optimization of PRR mapping on various bit-
streams

implementation uses the actual measured relative throughput of the various bit-

streams of tasks to calculate the new execution time of tasks. For the Contract,

it was found that if the difference in speedup for a smaller bitstream replacing

the bigger is too large, the total Texec increases rather than decreases. Thus, the

allowed speedup degradation for smaller bitstreams is limited to 5×.

The graphs in the Figure 6.8 show the speedup achieved for various configu-

rations. Generally, the Elastic is more useful with gains up to 1.24× whereas the

best gain for the Contract is 1.05×. Optimizations benefit more on heterogeneous

mappings to tackle segmentation, hence the gain is negligible for the considered

device with only two heterogeneous regions, while no gain is achieved for the

homogeneous regions.

Next the work investigates the gains made by the SPM in comparison to the

PRR in order to highlight the effect of various constraints of PRR on underlying

area usage. For SPM, the work either uses the same region as used for the PRR

to maintain homogeneity and calls it Partial Static, or it uses all of the available
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Figure 6.9: Speedup achieved by SPM versus PRR mapping

area for the task logic after placement of the static modules and calls it Whole

Static. This approach helps to differentiate between the speedup achieved by

heterogeneous mapping in the same region, as well as the gains made by the

availability of extra logic when mapping statically.

As the results in Figure 6.9 show, a key finding is that the SPM gives on

average 4.6× higher throughput, measured in terms of the total execution time

for a set size of tasks queue. A 2.4× speedup is achieved via heterogeneous

mapping whilst the rest is achieved via the use of a higher resource availability.

The results show that if the y-axis can be made continuous, then a throughput

gain of 2× can be achieved.

So far, the reported speedup numbers have considered an ideal scenario for

the SPM by considering all of the tasks sharing the FPGA at any time, have the

same Texec. This is not the case for real workloads. Next, the relative Texec of the

tasks is varied, thus allowing analysis of its effect on speedup.

The results shown in Figure 6.10 depict a surprising trend. Even with increas-

ing range of Texec by up to 32× (beyond this range a reconfiguration overhead
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Figure 6.10: Speedup variation of SPM with variation in execution times (Tasks
= 1024)

would become negligible for most tasks), the speedup decreases but remains higher

than 3×. This is because on average, the device being can fit 3 or less tasks using

SPM, as constrained by the size of the FPGA chip and tasks bitstreams. Thus,

a task may stall up to two tasks or a maximum of about 50% resources with an

average much lower than that. Stalls by smaller tasks are overcome by the higher

average compute density and gains made when the longest running task is not

the smallest. However, to gauge the effect of the approach on bigger devices, the

speedup possible is estimated by increasing the size of available resources while

keeping the size of tasks’ bitstream the same. The results show that for a device

double the size, the gains drop below 1 for a Texec variation greater than 4×. Such

a study can help optimize the number of tasks that may be shared at a single

instance of time.
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Figure 6.11: STP and STP/W for SPM and PRR using unoptimised clustering

6.5.3 Proposed Framework

To analyse the gains made by the proposed approach, the work first establishes

a baseline system throughput before analysing the off- and on-line optimisations.

Baseline System Throughput for SPM and PRR

Due to the size of the device being used and area available for PRRs, the area

sharing is limited to a cluster of 2 tasks. This can be increased for a larger devices

and even though the overall system performance will increase for a larger device,

the throughput per task will remain similar. For SPM, up to 3 tasks can be

accommodated at one time. However, the STP normally decreases with more

than 2 tasks per cluster because of small size of the underlying device and with

the need to keep the comparison fair, the cluster size is limited to 2 tasks for the

SPM as well. Using the DSE, the largest bitstreams per task were selected within
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Figure 6.12: Ridge Regression models for HPC tasks

the area constraints of the PRR and SPM.

The work generates 10 random clusters of tasks for the baseline analysis of the

PRR and SPM without any optimisations. For evaluation of the STP, the data

sizes for tasks in a cluster are chosen such that both the tasks have a similar Texec.

The Texec is measured using OpenCL profiling function calls and is averaged for 10

executions of the same kernel and data set. The time for some of the tasks is input

dependent resulting in relatively higher. However, when averaged over number

of executions and different tasks, the variance is lower than 5%. The results

in Figure 6.11 show that the SPM can provide an average 2.4× higher STP on

the basis of a higher spatial compute density but with consuming higher power.

Figure 6.11 shows that although the gain is less, the SPM provides 1.9× better

energy efficiency (STP/W) on average as compared to the PRR. Furthermore,

the gain will be less than the simulated due to the external memory bottleneck

which limits unlimited scaling of the throughput with optimisation of the on-chip

resource utilisation.
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Figure 6.13: STP and STP/W for SPM and PRR using optimised clustering

Clustering

Next the gains made by intelligent clustering of tasks are presented. Figure 6.12

shows the contribution of resources towards tasks’ throughput using the DSE and

Ridge Regression. The intercept, representing the constant in the modelled linear

equations via regression, relates to the baseline throughput. Using the Regression

models and intelligent clustering, the framework creates a set of 6 clusters.

Figure 6.13 shows gains for both the PRR and STP, using a similar Texec for

the tasks in a cluster, compared to Figure 6.11. For PRR, the STP increase of

1.2× is mostly due to optimisation of the off-chip memory bandwidth utilisation.

For SPM, the STP increase of 1.4× corresponds to both the on-chip and off-chip

resource optimisation. The gain of 3.3× and 2.8× for the throughput (STP) and

energy efficiency (STP/W) between the SPM in Figure 6.13 and the PRR in Fig-

ure 6.11 respectively, is the maximum achievable via the proposed optimisations

as compared to the existing schemes.
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Figure 6.14: STP variation for SPM with variation in Texec of tasks in cluster

6.5.4 Texec Variation

Until now, the experiments have used custom data sizes which makes sure that

the tasks in a cluster have a similar Texec. However, the limitation of SPM is

that the execution is stalled by the longest running task in a cluster. In the next

set of experiments, the Texec of tasks is varied relative to each other. The results

are shown in Figure 6.14 where the δTexec represents difference in Texec for tasks

in a cluster as a factor. The results show that SPM drops sharply initially but

then stabilizes. For example, from 1× to 2×, the drop is by 1.3× on average,

however, from 4× to 8×, even when variation in Texec is 4× or more, the drop is

only 1.06×.

The reason can be seen from the individual contribution of each task to the

total STP. With an increase in Texec variation, the STP is increasingly defined by

the longest running task and becomes independent of the variation in Texec. Fur-
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thermore, the individual STP contribution by the longest running task improves

with increasing the Texec variation as it gets a higher share of the off-chip memory

bandwidth. Although all of these factors reduce the effect of Texec variation, it

still causes a significant drop in the STP by 1.54×.

6.5.5 Runtime

To counter the drop in the STP with variation in Texec, the framework generates

3-4 bitstreams per cluster, with each bitstream trading off resources for each

task against the other. For the memory-bound tasks, for which increasing the

resources does not correspond to an increase in throughput, the work still reduces

the resources for other task thereby gaining from lower power consumption.

The work evaluates a complete system using a queue of 36 randomly gener-

ated workload processing requests. These include about 6 tasks per cluster with

variable differences in Texec of tasks in the cluster when evaluating differing sce-

narios. The range of workload size per tasks is such that they take 1 - 60 mins

(in line with study of three Google clusters in [144]) to process using bitstreams

in Figure 6.13. Each workload comprises of a number of workload-specific blocks

such as matrices, image frames, options, graphs, etc. Furthermore, for the sake

of the experiments, each request is treated as an independent task and the mod-

ule reuse strategy to avoid reconfiguration is not considered if the same task has

multiple requests. If so, multiple requests for same task can be combined to form

a single larger task.

The runtime then selects the optimum bitstream using the off-line calculated

workload-specific metrics for throughput and the preemptive scheduling. As men-
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Figure 6.15: STP and STP/W for variable workloads via dynamic bitstream
selection

tioned earlier, this estimation only tries to minimise the Texec variation in a clus-

ter. Please note that each task, A, can be clustered with only one other task, B,

if that B is not in the task queue to be processed, A may be executed in single

task configuration. The runtime can also use single task per bitstream, if needed.

The run-time scheduler takes up to 200µs per cluster for an unoptimised version

running on the host, including the decision at the checkpoints. For the consid-

ered task queue, the scheduler reconfigured the bitstream at checkpoints only

once while for 2 of the workloads, it used a single task per FPGA configuration.

The achieved instantaneous and average STP for 18 bitstreams corresponding

to 6 clusters is shown in Figure 6.15 which also includes the corresponding Texec

variation for bitstreams from Figure 6.13, with an average of 9.6×. This set of

experiments also includes the reconfiguration overhead, however, it is insignificant

for the size of workloads being considered. The results show that using the

intelligent run-time selection of bitstream, the STP can be improved by 1.3× as
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compared to Figure 6.14, while reducing the power by 5%, on average. The work

could not provide actual processing time or STP for the PRR-based processing for

the generated task queue due to non-availability of the dynamic reconfiguration

framework needed for the tasks with varying Texec. However, the STP would be

similar to that reported in Section 6.5.3. The overall achieved STP is 1.14 which

is 2.8× higher than the base value using PRR in Figure 6.11 while being 2.3×

more energy efficient.

The focus of this work has been the compute density of FPGA chip and hence

has not commented on the data transfer from the host to the FPGA via PCIe.

Essentially, the cost is the same for all of the discussed partitioning schemes.

However, compared to single task per FPGA, multi-task processing provides up

to 1.2× lower total Texec including the memory transfers from the host. This is

because the memory transfers are time multiplexed with the longer running task

starting execution whilst the data is being transferred for other task.

This work considers a batch processing model such that all tasks need to

be completed in a minimum time in any order. For ordered processing, the

first task can be selected from the order and the second task can correspond

to the respective cluster. Using the runtime evaluation tool for comparison, it

showed that although the PRR allows following strict order of processing, the

lower compute density means that all tasks finish execution later in terms of

clock time compared to the SPM. In a multi-FPGA data centre, multiple clusters

can also be offloaded to different FPGAs to maintain adherence to the execution

order.

STP as a metric defines throughput as a comparison against a single task

processing per FPGA and the theoretical limit for maximum possible STP is
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defined by the number of tasks being shared i.e. 2 in the implemented case. The

evaluations show that the SPM provides up to a maximum of 1.4× improvement

in the throughput which drops to 1.14× for the variable size workloads. It could

be further improved for larger devices thereby allowing area sharing by more than

2 tasks. PRR, however, reduces the STP to 0.5×. There may be other benefits

to area sharing using PRR particularly for more dynamic fine-grained workloads

or faster integration of a new functionality. However, STP must be considered

for evaluation of system performance and the SPM has the ability to provide a

higher system throughput by utilising more thorough task-specific off-line design.

6.6 Conclusion

This work initially analysed the constraints of mapping bitstreams of hetero-

geneous tasks to FPGA at runtime and their effect on compute density when

employing PRR with a comprehensive runtime evaluation tool. It then goes on

to addressing the challenges of area sharing on FPGAs in a methodical way and

proposes an innovative framework to achieve higher system throughput. The

framework proposes characterisation and clustering of tasks based on their het-

erogeneities in resource usage, which is then complemented by static mapping

and partitioning of tasks to maximise utilisation in space. A lightweight run-time

function then makes use of the off-line profiling of resource allocation variation

per task to increase the compute density in time. In doing so, the work highlights

the trade-offs for various area partitioning schemes and the throughput and en-

ergy efficiency can be improved over existing methods, while allowing design to be

implemented form a high-level programming framework. The work uses system
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throughput as a metric to calculate performance thus allowing comparison against

a single FPGA configuration per task. This gives insights into the quantitative

trade-offs of the FPGA partitioning model based on regions and tasks.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Summary

FPGAs are being integrated into software based heterogeneous data centre servers

with the aim of providing a higher throughput per unit watt. However, there

are still challenges associated with effective implementations for dynamic HPC

workloads using high-level programming frameworks. This work has analysed

these challenges by dividing them into off- and on-line categories and proposed

innovative and effective solutions to allow both temporal and spatial sharing of

FPGA resources while maintaining advantages of the high-level task programming

approach.

Although the solutions employ fundamentally different architectural and pro-

gramming models, the progression from one approach to the next has been based

on evaluation of real HPC tasks on the underlying architectures using the pa-

rameters relevant to dynamics of task queues, namely reconfiguration frequency

and workload sizes per tasks. The main objectives have remained consistent,

that is to maximise system throughput and minimise the total execution time

and energy consumption. These objectives provided an opportunity to cover a
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broad spectrum of task and workload characteristics, which is also typical of data

centre environments. Using some of the most relevant HPC benchmarks to date,

the work compared performance against state-of-the-art software programmable

accelerators to provide a comprehensive experimental setup.

7.2 Thesis Contribution

Some of the key contributions of the work are summarised below.

• The first solution targetted the off- and on-line programming challenges

by developing an integrated system using run-time programmable soft-core

accelerator, for energy-efficient computing, and a physically detached host,

for transactional data centre workload. The accelerator has been integrated

with the host via Ethernet-based network protocol with the programming,

control and I/O capabilities of accelerator abstracted via easy to use generic

API calls. The API calls enabled full control over accelerator remotely, thus

providing just-in-time compilation, access over network and kernel offload

processing in a host-accelerator configuration from a high-level language to

truly enable FPGA as an independent scalable resource. An implementation

using Nanostream modules, i.e. Nanowire, AoC and associated tool set,

and comprehensive comparison for dynamic energy utilisation showed up

to 10.7×, 5.87× and 5× improvement over optimised implementation on

Intel server, Calxeda microserver and ODROID node, respectively for a

financial computing workload.

• Design and implementation of a methodology to analyse the OpenCL porta-

bility for FPGA-based designs in heterogeneous systems. This has been
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achieved by establishing an OpenCL computing model based task-specific

micro-architectural optimisation and DSE approach. The implementation

on various heterogeneous accelerators allowed analysis of various optimisa-

tions and underlying compilers’ ability to port performance across platforms

as well as maximise throughput under the constraint of a theoretical peak.

This also allowed fair evaluation of the FPGAs’ capabilities to achieve a

higher energy efficiency compared to other software programmable accel-

erators using a similar design effort. The results showed that the FPGA’s

OpenCL compile flow is capable of achieving better energy efficiency for

some of the tested use cases, while avoiding the considerable disadvantage

of the need for low-level hardware design expertise.

• A systematic approach for comparing run-time programmable soft-core ar-

chitectures with custom hardware design based on high-level synthesis using

OpenCL. Although OpenCL requires higher design iteration time and re-

configuration overhead, it is able to provide higher performance compared to

the soft-core approach whilst still allowing design from high-level language.

The work analysed on-line performance and temporal compute density by

defining a metric based on throughput and reconfiguration time that varies

the total execution time based on the workload size. Furthermore, DSE via

OpenCL provided added points on the throughput-reconfiguration overhead

curve. Maximisation of the defined metric based on the dynamics of task

queue provided up to 300× better energy efficiency.

• A novel framework framework for optimising the system throughput for

area shared multi-task processing. This has been based on machine learning
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based task characterisation and clustering so that tasks in a cluster com-

plement each others on- and off-chip resource utilisation. This has been

then integrated with static generation of multi-task bitstreams to optimise

spatial compute density. Finally pre-emptive scheduling based on off-line,

multi-task DSE and profiling of the run-time workload size, optimised tem-

poral compute density in time. This approach provided 2.8× and 1.14×

higher throughput and 2.3× and 1.1× better energy efficiency respectively,

compared to previous multi-task and single task configurations. When con-

sidered against run-time programmable and custom design for a single task,

multi-task processing in an area shared fashion provided the highest sys-

tem throughput at the expense of a high off-line programming effort and a

similar on-line overhead as single task reconfiguration.

7.3 Future Work

This work has explored a range of challenges associated with the use of FPGAs in

server architectures for data centres. A number of suggestions for future directions

in the field are outlined below.

• There is a need for defining the specifications and requirements for use

of FPGAs in data centres and particularly in cloud environments. There

should be tangible metrics for evaluation of these objectives beyond en-

ergy efficiency and concerning the cost, throughput, ease of use, elasticity,

service quality etc. Although the definition of these is more mature for

software-based systems, it is all the more important to be redefined for

FPGAs because of their inherently different technology and higher cost of
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virtualisation. A uniform definition and prioritisation of these objectives

and metrics would then allow the research and engineering community to

better direct the optimisation efforts.

• The first point is all the more important because of the findings of this

work which state that the usual approach of PRR can significantly reduce

the performance to enable sharing of resources. Possibly for the same rea-

son, the commercial solutions, such as Amazon Web Services, mostly offer

single FPGA solutions per user/task and do not offer partitioning similar

to software based systems. Although PRR based approach may still be

effective if it perfectly fits the user requirements, the author proposes use

of throughput, instead of area/resources, based metrics for allocation of re-

sources to users/tasks on FPGA for cases where a limited number of tasks

are supported. Apart from generating higher performance and thus more

revenue, such an approach will allow easy adaptation for scientific appli-

cations etc. where application designers want to offload compute intensive

segments of their application for faster analysis without requiring any HPC

related skills.

• The HPC landscape both in terms of workloads and the algorithmic opti-

misation techniques is always changing. Particularly, in the heterogeneous

computing era, there is always a need to find appropriate use cases and cor-

responding optimisations for various platforms to find the edge over other

technologies. It will be interesting to see how the proposed models will

adapt to techniques such as approximate computing [145], fault-tolerant

computing [146], etc. for which the FPGA’s architecture inherently offers
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better opportunities. Future work can also look into the support of these

using modern programming approaches and compile flow for dynamic work-

loads in data centre environments.

• Although this work has briefly touched the emulation based approach for

multi-task runtime processing, there is further room to improve on these

methods. Firstly, analytical models of performance and resource utilisation

for single task DSE need to be integrated with multi-task DSE. Further-

more, more intelligent off-chip memory models need to be developed to

estimate memory performance. A faster DSE can significantly reduce the

design time while allowing intelligent scheduling and resource management

decisions.

• The work targetting area sharing of FPGA resources has shown to pro-

vide higher throughput via intelligent static clustering. The scope can be

widened to incorporate optimisation parameters. This may include clus-

tering prioritisation such that if the first choice clustering is not suitable

at run-time, the scheduler can use subsequent priority clustering. Further-

more, it may also target task reuse for multiple requests of the same type.
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